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Kurzfassung
Das hohe Auflo¨sungsvermgen moderner Transmissions-Elektronenmikroskope (TEM)
unter einem A˚ngstrom ermo¨glicht die Untersuchung von Materialien auf atomarer
Ebene. Mit dem TEM ko¨nnen sowohl die atomare Struktur als auch dynamische
Prozesse direkt beobachtet und damit Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf physikalische und chemis-
che Eigenschaften gezogen werden. Diese Arbeit bescha¨ftigt sich mit der Unter-
suchung und Charakterisierung von Graphen - einer einlagigen Kohlenstoffschicht
mit herausragenden physikalischen und chemischen Eigenschaften - mit Hilfe un-
terschiedlicher TEM Verfahren. Einerseits konnte die Qualita¨t von unterschiedlich
hergestellten Graphen-Proben an Hand von Strukturuntersuchungen verglichen wer-
den. Andererseits wurden die Einsatzmo¨glichkeiten von Graphen als Tra¨ger- und
Schutzschicht, Ausgangsmaterial, Substrat, sowie als Nano-Beha¨lter untersucht. Als
Tra¨germaterial wurde Graphen fu¨r Nanoteilchen verwendet, welche fu¨r biologische
Anwendungen konzipiert wurden. Um geeignete Proben fu¨r TEM Untersuchungen
herzustellen, waren Oberfla¨chenpra¨paration und Optimierung der Transfermeth-
ode entscheidend. Die TEM Untersuchungen an Nanoteilchen (Au NCs, QDs und
Nano-Diamanten mit atomaren Fehlstellen) auf Graphen ermo¨glichten eine direkte
Beschreibung ihrer atomaren Struktur, Gro¨ße und Gro¨ßenverteilung. Untersuchun-
gen von DNA auf Graphen zeigten, dass die Abbildung von biologischen Proben
auf Graphen-Tra¨germaterialen mittels TEM mo¨glich ist. Des Weiteren konnte
nachgewiesen werden, dass Graphen auch als Schutzschicht fu¨r strahlempfindliche
Materialien, wie z.B. g-C3N4 oder MoS2, geeignet ist und damit die Abbildung dieser
Proben in ihrem urspru¨nglichen Zustand erlaubt. In Bestrahlungexperimenten kon-
nten einwandige Kohlenstoff-Nanoro¨hrchen aus einer Graphen-Doppellage geformt
werden. In einem weiteren Experiment gelang es aus den Adsorbaten auf Graphen
eine weitere Graphen-Lage (in-situ) unter Elektronenbeschuss zu wachsen. Weitere
Experimente an Wasser, das zwischen zwei Graphen-Lagen eingeschlossen wurde
(nano-confinement), erlaubten erstmals die direkte Beobachtung und Charakter-
isierung einer neuen Modifikation von Eis bei Zimmertemperatur: dem “square ice”.
Nicht zuletzt wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit eine neue Methode zur Sa¨uberung von
Graphen-Oberfla¨chen von Adsorbaten mit Hilfe von Adsorptionsmitteln entwickelt,
dem sogenannten “dry-cleaning”.

Abstract
State-of-the-art transmission electron microscopes (TEMs) are capable to achieve
sub-˚angstrom resolution. Therefore matter can be studied at the atomic level, i.e.,
with a TEM the atomic structures and processes can be observed, consequently
physical and chemical properties can be derived. In this work, graphene, one atom
thick material with outstanding physical and chemical properties, has been thor-
oughly characterised by different TEM techniques. The structural description of
graphene allowed us to compare graphene samples fabricated by different methods
and to assess their quality. Furthermore, graphene has been used as a substrate,
protective layer, raw material, surface template and nano-confiner. Graphene sub-
strates were used to support nano-objects which were designed for biological appli-
cations. Treatments of the graphene substrates prior to sample deposition as well
as sample deposition techniques provided the means to obtained samples suitable
for TEM investigations. The TEM studies in nano-objects (Au NCs, QDs, nanodi-
amond with NV centres), deposited on graphene, resulted in the characterisation
of their structure, size and dispersion. DNA deposited on graphene was also in-
vestigated by TEM. The results showed that the approach of using graphene as
substrate can be used to image the structure biological samples. It is presented
also in this thesis that graphene can protect radiation sensitive materials such as
g-C3N4 and MoS2 from the electron beam, allowing imaging these materials in their
pristine state. By using the electron beam to nano-engineer bilayer graphene it was
possible to create single-walled carbon nanotubes. In another experiment, graphene
served as surface template where an adlayer graphene grew from residual contam-
ination during imaging. Experiments with water trapped between graphene layers
(nano-confinement) resulted in the detection, observation and characterisation of
a new form of ice at room temperature, i.e. square ice. Additionally, atomically
clean graphene was obtained by the development of a new cleaning method using
adsorbents — dry-cleaning —.
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§ 1 Introduction
By the means of Telescopes, there is nothing so far distant but may be
represented to our view; and by the help of Microscopes, there is nothing
so small, as to escape our inquiry; hence there is a new visible World
discovered to the understanding.
Robert Hooke. Micrographia or some physiological descriptions of minute
bodies made by magnifying glasses: with observations and inquires thereupon.
London: J. Martyn and J. Allestry, 1665.
Aiming to understand nature to its smallest units, humanity has been developing
instruments capable of revealing the finest details of matter, e.g. microscopes. The
power of a microscope, i.e. resolution, is directly proportional to the wavelength of
the light source. Therefore, the smaller the wavelength of the source, the smaller
the distance that can be resolved between two objects by the microscope. Follow-
ing this criterion, Ruska and Knoll developed a microscope, that instead of light
uses electrons, i.e. electron microscope, therefore highest resolution is achieved.
Nowadays, electron microscopes are a key tool in scientific research, because with
microscopes we do not only observe details but we are able to describe the structure
of materials up to the atomic level as well as their physical and chemical properties.
One of the principles of chemistry is to study the transformations of mat-
ter “and one of the key chemical concepts is the Structure-Properties
relationship, if we understand the structure we can understand the chem-
ical, physical and biological properties and, therefore, can control the
transformations of matter.”i
Materials can be categorized by their size, i.e., from the macroscopic over the
nanoscopic level down to the single atom level, and it is the size that defines the
properties of the materials. For example, graphene, just one atom thick material,
exhibits new and unexpected properties than those of graphite. For this reason, in
the past decade, graphene has been modelled and characterised, its properties have
been tested and measured, and many of its structure-properties relationships have
been unveiled.
iDr. Andrei Khlobystov. Private communication. 2013
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An instrument that has provided means to understand the structure of graphene is
the transmission electron microscope (TEM). Therefore, a summary on the theory
of transmission electron microscopy is the starting point of this thesis (Chapter 2).
In Chapter 3, transmission electron microscopy techniques have been used to char-
acterise graphene samples which were fabricated by different methods. The samples
investigated were micromecachanical cleaved graphene and graphene grown on cop-
per foils by chemical vapour deposition. For the latter, a new method to transfer
graphene to a TEM grid has been developed in order to avoid residual polymer
contamination on the samples. The TEM characterisations resulted in the full
structural description of these graphene samples.
Hybrid nano-objects can be used in many biological applications, e.g. drug delivery,
biolabeling or biosensors. Due to their sizes, nano-objects have to be deposited on
a substrate (grid) to be imaged in the TEM. Grids made of continuous amorphous
carbon films are common substrates used to image nano-objects, but the signal from
the carbon film is too strong that in some cases it obscures the signal of the nano-
objects. Graphene is a material with minimal signal contribution, hence graphene
is used as a substrate to study nano-objects such as Au nanoclusters, quantum dots
and nanodiamond with a nitrogen-vacancy defect centres (Chapter 4).
Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and graphitic-carbon nitride (g-C3N4) are two di-
mensional materials which have an intrinsic band-gap. This band gap is the reason
why these materials are of great interest for electronic applications. These two
dimensional materials are radiation sensitive, e.g. the electron dose that these
materials can sustain before structural damage takes place is low, therefore the
characterisation of their pristine structure using a TEM has been challenging. In
transmission electron microscopy, an approach to reduce radiation damage is the
use of a protective layer. Graphene with its low signal contribution to the image, its
mechanical, electrical and chemical properties is, thus, the most suitable material
to protect radiation sensitive materials. Hence, in Chapter 5, graphene is used as a
protective layer to investigate the pristine structure of MoS2 and g-C3N4.
Graphene does not only protect materials from radiation damage, it can also be
used, as it is demonstrated in Chapter 6, as raw material, as a surface template
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or as nano-confiner to create new structures, i.e. single-walled carbon nanotubes,
adlayer graphene and square ice.
Methods for producing and transferring graphene, and exposure to air render its
surface contaminated. The contamination on graphene (mostly hydrocarbons) is
not desirable because it hinders some structural details or properties of graphene
or any other materials deposited on graphene that could be characterised by TEM.
A new method to clean graphene (dry-cleaning) is reported in Chapter 7, where
porous materials, adsorbents, have been used to remove the contamination from
the graphene surface. The characterisation of the dry-cleaned samples by TEM
denotes the high efficiency of the method.
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§ 2 Background
2.1 High Resolution Transmission Electron Mi-
croscopy
The purpose of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) is to illuminate with an
electron beam an electron transparent specimen, the result of this interaction is
magnified and then recorded on a detector. For that a TEM is constituted, basi-
cally, by: electron gun (tip and accelerator), condenser system, stage, objective lens,
projection system and recording device. To generate an electron beam, conduction
electrons have to be extracted from a crystalline material, i.e. tip (cathode). For
an electron to be emitted it should overcome the work function of the tips mate-
rial. There are 3 types of electron emission in TEM, thermionic, Schottky, and field
emission. Thermionic emission is made by heating the tip, thus the electrons have
enough kinetic energy to overcome the work function. Schottky emission is made by
applying an electric field to the tip decreasing the work function of the material and
by heating to give kinetic energy to the electrons to escape in to vacuum. In field
emission, the work function is decreased by applying a strong electric field until the
work function is lowered to the point that the electrons then escape the material by
quantum-mechanical tunneling effect. The electrons once in vacuum travel towards
the anode, then the electrons are accelerated gaining kinetic energy proportional to
the voltage applied between anode and cathode. Most microscopes work within 80-
300 kV acceleration voltages. The electron beam then passes through the condenser
system. This system has at least two lenses, C1 and C2. C1 is used to control the
electron beam current and C2 to control the convergence or divergence of the beam
or get parallel illumination. At the sample stage, the electron beam interacts with
the specimen and exit. The electron beam is, then, focused and magnified by the
objective lens and the image is formed. Thereafter, the image is transferred and fur-
ther magnified by the projector system to be acquired by a recording device (CCD).
There are many techniques within electron microscopy and each technique is used
to obtain specific features from a specimen. High resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) is one technique which enables atomic-resolution, thus struc-
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tural features, e.g. atom positions, of the specimen can be obtained. The basics of
HRTEM image formation will be describe in the next section (in the context of the
weak phase object approximation), thereafter the resolution achievable by HRTEM,
the radiation damage caused by electrons, and the challenges in sample preparation
for HRTEM will be discussed.
Image formation
The following sections are a summary on the theory of TEM, thus these sections
are based on published literature and, mostly, on the books:
Rolf Erni. Aberration-corrected imaging in transmission electron mi-
croscopy, Imperial College Press, London, 2010
Ludwig Reimer and Helmut Kohl. Transmission electron microscopy,
Springer Science+Business, New York, 2008.
Image formation in HRTEM can be described in a simplified form as an incident
electron wave that goes through the specimen. Then, the wave at the exit surface
of the specimen, exit-plane wave, now carries the information of the specimen, and
this exit-plane wave is transferred by the objective lens to the image plane. The
incident electron wave is described by a plane wave. If the specimen is taken as a
phase object, the amplitude of the incident electron wave is not changed but the
phase of the electron wave is modulated. The phase modulation can be written as
exp(-iφ(r)), where:
φ(r) = pi
λU
Vt(r) U = acceleration voltage (2.1)
Vt(r) = projected electrostatic potential
λ = hc√
2EE0+E2
λ = relativistic wavelength of the electrons (2.2)
h = Planck′s constant
c = speed of light
E = kinetic energy of the electrons
E0 = rest energy of the electrons
If the specimen is taken now as a weak phase object then φ(r) << 1, and thus the
expanded phase modulation is exp(-iφ(r)) ≈ 1-iφ(r). The product of the plane wave
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by the expanded phase modulation by the object results in the exit-plane wave:
ψep(r) = 1− iφ(r); Weak phase object approximation. (2.3)
Although the weak phase object approximation applies only to very thin materials,
usually, at higher voltages than 80 kV it helps to understand the origin of image
contrast in HRTEM.
The exit-plane wave can be also described as a set of diffracted partial beams that
experienced the crystal potential. Every diffracted partial beam is transferred, i.e.
focused, by the objective lens to the back focal plane and these diffracted beams
form the diffraction pattern. The wave at the back focal plane, ψbfp is the Fourier
transform of the exit-plane wave:
ψbfp(q) = F [ψep(r)] = ψep(q) (2.4)
with q a two dimensional reciprocal space vector. The intensity of the diffraction
spots is obtained by:
Id = |ψep(q)|2 (2.5)
After propagation of the electron wave from the back focal plane, ψep(q), to the
image plane, ψ(r), the transfer characteristics of the objective lens are noticeable.
So the wave function at the image plane is expressed by:
ψ(r) = F−1[ψep(q)t(q)] (2.6)
= ψep(r)⊗ t(r) (2.7)
where the t(q) (complex transfer function) describes the characteristics of the mi-
croscope, and ⊗ is the convolution. If we substitute equation 2.3 (weak phase object
approximation) in 2.7 then the electron wave at the image plane is:
ψ(r) = (1 + φ(r))⊗=[t(r)] − iφ(r)⊗<[t(r)] (2.8)
with =[t(r)] and <[t(r)] the imaginary and real parts, respectively, of the complex
transfer function. The image intensity for a weak phase object approximation can
be written as:
I(r) = |ψ(r)|2 = (1 + 2(φ(r))⊗=[t(r)] (2.9)
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The factors influencing the complex transfer function, t(q) in equation 2.6, are: the
characteristics of the objective lens, the coherence of the electron beam, the me-
chanical instabilities of the specimen and the TEM, and the recording process.
Because the objective lens in a TEM is non-ideal, the spatial frequencies of the
phase of ψep(r) are not equally transferred to the image plane. That is, the objec-
tive lens induces, also, phase shifts. The effects of the objective lens on the complex
transfer function t(r) are, therefore, expressed by the transfer function (tl(q)) in the
form:
tl(q) = exp
(
−2pii
λ
χ(q)
)
(2.10)
where χ(q) is the wave aberration function expressed by:
χ(q) =
1
2
q2λ2∆f +
1
4
q4λ4Cs (2.11)
with ∆f as defocus and Cs as the spherical aberration. For small angles qλ ≈ θ, then
the wave aberration function can be expressed, also, as a function of the scattering
angle, χ(θ):
χ(θ) =
1
2
θ2∆f +
1
4
θ4Cs. (2.12)
It is important to notice that the above described wave aberration functions does
not take in account higher order aberrations, for the general wave aberration func-
tion refer to the literature.1,2
The image intensity (equation 2.9) for the weak phase object approximation de-
pends on the imaginary part of the complex transfer function, hence the imaginary
part of the transfer function from the objective lens tl(q) is, only, of importance.
The imaginary part of tl(q) is the coherent phase contrast transfer function which
is denoted by tc(q). This coherent phase contrast transfer function is obtained by
the substitution of equation 2.11 in equation 2.10 and is described as follows:
tc(q) = sin
[
−pi
(
λq2∆f +
1
2
λ3q4Cs
)]
(2.13)
In equation 2.13, if ∆f and Cs are both zero then tc(q) is zero, thus there is no
contrast in the image. To obtain the best phase contrast imaging conditions in
HRTEM then the parameters of tc(q) (the objective lens) should be optimized. As
tc(q) is a sine function then for q →0 the coherent phase transfer function is 0,
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hence small spatial frequencies will not contribute to phase contrast imaging (see
Figure 2.1.1 for tc(q)).
The spherical aberration in a non corrected TEM is a constant value defined by
the characteristics of the objective lens. Thus ∆f can be changed to optimize the
coherent phase contrast transfer function. The optimization of the defocus for the
coherence phase contrast transfer function is called Scherzer condition or Scherzer
focus and is expressed as:
∆fs = −
(
4
3
λCs
)−1/2
(2.14)
Scherzer conditions are also applied for an aberration corrected TEM, but in this
case the values of the spherical aberration and high order aberrations are reduced.
The coherence of the electron beam influences also the transfer function. The coher-
ence of the beam can be partial temporal or partial spatial. The partial temporal
coherence function Et(q) is a function that depends on the focus spread (∆f ). Where
the focus spread depends on the chromatic aberration (Cc) and the energy spread
of the beam. The partial temporal coherence function is:
Et(q) = exp
(
−1
2
pi2∆2fλ
2q4
)
(2.15)
∆f = Cc
√(
∆U
U0
)2
+ 4
(
∆I
I0
)2
+
(
∆Erms
E0
)2
(2.16)
where ∆U
U0
and ∆I
I0
are the instabilities of the high tension and lens current, respec-
tively, and ∆Erms is the root mean square of the energy spread of the electron
beam. The function Et(q) produces a damping envelope which results from the
dependence of defocus on the wave aberration function, i.e., the damping of high
spatial frequencies in the image.
The partial spatial coherence function, another characteristic of the TEM, is due
to finite size of the electron source. In consequence, the electron beam consists of
partial waves with different wave vectors diverging with a semi-angle θs, thus each
partial wave produces a partial image. The partial spatial coherence function is
thus expressed by:
Es(q) = exp
[−pi2θ2s (q2∆f 2 + 2λ2q4∆fCs + λ4q6Cs2)] (2.17)
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Another contribution to the transfer function is the effects of the objective aperture
by ta(q). Since HRTEM investigations are normally done without objective aper-
ture this function is consider 1.
The product of all contributions to the transfer function in the frequency spectrum
is the phase contrast transfer function for partial coherent illumination:
t(q) = ta(q)tc(q)Et(q)Es(q). (2.18)
With this equation it is possible to characterized the resolving power — resolution —
of a transmission electron microscope. The individual contributions to the contrast
transfer function and the contrast transfer function have been plotted in Figure
2.1.1. This plot takes in account the experimental and microscope values (i.e.
Aberration-corrected TITAN 80-300) used in this thesis.
Figure 2.1.1. Phase contrast transfer function and its individuals contributions (ta(q) yellow,
Es(q) green, Et(q) red, tc(q) blue and t(q) black. The values used to obtain the contrast transfer
function are: E= 80 keV, ∆f=-129 A˚, Cs=0.03 mm, ∆f=40 A˚, θs=0.5 mrad, λ=4.017 pm).
The information transferred by the microscope under the described settings reaches
up to q ≈7.2 nm−1.
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Resolution
The smallest distinguishable distance between two discreet objects.
Diffraction-limited resolution
Using Abbe’s formula d = λ/ 2ηsinα (η = refraction index and α aperture angle) is
possible to derive the theoretical resolution limited by diffraction (diffraction limit)
of any microscope without aberrations using the Rayleigh criterion for a circular
aperture:
d =
0.61λ
sinα
≈ 0.61λ (2.19)
As seen in this approximation the diffraction-limited resolution is thus restricted
mainly by the wavelength.
Point resolution
The information of the specimen that can be directly interpreted in TEM is defined
by the optimization of equation 2.12 under Scherzer conditions (equation 2.14). The
first zero crossing of the phase contrast transfer function under Scherzer conditions
is the point resolution (dr) and is expressed by:
dr = 0.66(Csλ
3)1/4. (2.20)
The point resolution then can be improved either by decreasing the wavelength of
the electrons (increasing acceleration voltage, see equation 2.2) or by decreasing the
value of Cs.
Another way to express the point resolution is in terms of usable angle θ0.
dr =
0.61λ
sin θ0
(2.21)
where the usable angle is related to the value of the spherical aberration by
θ0 = 0.92(λ/Cs)
1/4.
Information limit
Partial spatial and temporal coherence functions (equations 2.17 and 2.15) damped
the amplitude of the phase contrast transfer function. It is this damping envelope
functions which determined the signal of high spatial frequencies that contribute to
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imaging. As definition, the information limit is the spatial frequency (q) for which
spatial or temporal coherence functions (Es and Et) reach the value 1/e
2. Therefore
the information limit (dt) due to partial temporal coherence is:
dt =
1
qt
=
(
pi∆fλ
2
)1/2
(2.22)
and the information limit (ds) due to partial spatial coherence deduced from setting
Es=1/e
2 and defocus=0 is:
ds =
1
qs
=
(
pi2θ2sλ
4C2s
2
)1/6
(2.23)
Specimen-limited resolution
The resolution has been described, until now, only in terms of the physical lim-
itations of the microscope but there is also a limit on resolution imposed by the
specimen. i.e. specimen-limited resolution3 (dm):
dm =
√
d2r +
(S/N)2
C2D
dr = point resolution (2.24)
S/N = signal to noise ratio
C = contrast
D = specimen tolerable dose
Cw =
Ib − Ia
Ib
Cw = Weber contrast (2.25)
Ib = Intensity of the background
Ia = Intensity of lattice fringes
(2.26)
where the S/N=4-54 and D is the electron dose which can be given to the specimen
before degradation. Therefore the second term of the radical is dependent on the
sample. The definition of contrast may vary according to the features of the images,
for example in some cases Michelson contrast or the root mean square contrast
should be apply.5–7 The incident energy of the electrons and the sample dependence
to dose will then limit the applicability of HRTEM. Next section will discuss the
radiation damage mechanisms in TEM.
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2.2 Radiation damage mechanisms
This section has been based in the following literature:
David B. Williams and C. Barry Carter. Transmission electron mi-
croscopy 2nd edition. Springer Science+Business Media, New York,
2009.
Florian Banhart. In-situ electron microscopy at high resolution. World
Scientific Publishing, Singapore, 2008.
The interaction of electrons with atoms can be separated as electron-nucleus and
electron-electron interactions. One important damage mechanism caused by electron-
nucleus interaction is knock-on damage. Electron-nucleus interactions can be ex-
pressed by the energy transferred from the electron to the nucleus (E) in terms of
the scattering angle (θ) by:
E(θ) = Emax cos
2 (θ) Emax = maximum transferred energy (2.27)
Emax =
2E0(E0 + 2mec
2)
Mc2
M = mass of the nucleus (2.28)
E0 = energy of the incident electron
me = electron mass
The threshold energy ET is the energy needed to displace an atom from the material
by an electron-nucleus collision. Thus ET depends on the material and is obtained
by taking into account bonding, crystal arrangement and the atomic weight. If E(θ)
is greater than ET then atom displacement will occur.
The probability for an electron to be scattered is the cross section (σ) and the an-
gular distribution of scattering from the nucleus is the differential scattering cross
section ( dσ
dΩ
with Ω being a solid angle).8
Ω = 2pi(1− cosθ) dΩ = 2pisinθdθ (2.29)
Depending on the scattering process, the definition of cross section σ varies, for
example Mott9 or screened Rutherford10 scattering. The relevant quantity (experi-
mentally measured) in TEM is the differential scattering cross section. In TEM the
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screened Rutherford differential scattering cross section is widely used:
dσ
dΩ
=
Z2λ4R
64pi4a20
1[
sin2( θ
2
) +
θ20
4
]2 λR = relativistic wavelength (2.30)
Z = Atomic number
a0 = Bohr radius
θ0 =
0.117Z1/3
(E0)1/2
θ0 = screening parameter
from this equation is possible to obtain the total elastic cross section (σel) by in-
tegrating it over the range of scattering angles, e.g. from 0 to θ. The total elastic
scattering cross section is then:
σel = 2pi
∫ θ
0
dσ
dΩ
sin θ dθ (2.31)
The electron-electron interactions are far more complicated than the electron-nucleus
interactions because there is no direct correlation to the scattering angle. Electron-
electron interactions may cause electrostatic charging, specimen heating, radiolysis
and mass loss. Ionization damage occurs if the energy transferred, in an electron-
electron interaction, is high enough for the electron to leave the atom, that is the
atom is ionized. An atom in this state may suffer subsequent damage produced
by electrostatic forces, weak bonding leading to a lower threshold energy thus in-
creasing the knock-on damage, and heating. The cross section for electron-electron
interaction will depend on the critical ionization energy (Ec). To excite electrons
from a shell, the electron energy E0 should be greater than the critical energy for
ionization. Ec increases for electrons closer to the nucleus, that is, an electron in
the L shell will have lower Ec than an electron in the K shell. Also, as the atom
increases in mass then the Ec increases proportional to Z. The cross section for
ionization σin is then:
σin =
(
pie4bsns
E0Ec
)
log
(
csE0
Ec
)
(2.32)
ns is the number of electrons in the ionized subshell, bs and cs are constants for the
specific shell. The lower the E0 the higher the electron-electron interaction, hence
with lower E0 more damage due to ionization occurs. Ionization damage processes
are common for organic materials, which are mostly composed of low atomic num-
ber elements and the weak steric constrains. Electronic excitation may change the
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structure of the sample, bond breaking and mass loss.i Most of these effects are
correlated to the electron dose, i.e., the number of electrons that hit the sample per
area.
The knock-on damage can be avoided by decreasing the electron energy but then
ionization damage is stronger. Therefore, the imaging conditions (electron energy)
of the TEM have to be optimized in accordance to the type of sample.
2.3 Materials in HRTEM
As we have seen in the previous sections, the electron energy and the dose are limit-
ing factors for resolution achieved in HRTEM. The electron energy in an aberration
corrected TEM defines the point resolution (equation 2.20) of the microscope, and
this electron energy is directly correlated to the knock-on damage (equation 2.27).
That is, if one wants to avoid knock-on damage the electron energy should be
reduced but this will result in lost of resolution and increase the probability of ion-
ization damage (e.g. for organic and low Z materials). An increase in electron dose
at low electron energies results in an increase of the specimen resolution (equation
2.24), but at the same time increases the ionization damage.
Another problem arises in HRTEM if one wants to image non periodic structures
(e.g. molecules or clusters) which need to be imaged on a substrate, because the
substrate contributes to noise. An increase in noise means loss of detected intensity
from the specimen (i.e. contrast), hence lost of specimen resolution. It is, thus,
very important the choice of substrate when imaging nanomaterials, either organic
or inorganic, by HRTEM.
The requirements of a good substrate for HRTEM are:
1. As thin as possible, to reduce scattering effects from the substrate.
2. Low Z number, to lowered the signal contribution to the contrast.
3. Mechanically and thermally stable, to avoid instabilities during imaging.
4. Electronic conductor, to avoid charging.
iDetailed description in Chapter 11 of L. Reimer and H. Kohl. Transmission electron mi-
croscopy1
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Graphene, which is one atom thick crystalline carbon material, possesses all mechan-
ical, thermal and electrical properties needed for a perfect substrate for HRTEM
investigations.11 Moreover, the contribution of the graphene lattice to the image can
be Fourier filtered, therefore specimens can be image as if they were free-standing
in vacuum. In the next section an overlook on graphene properties is given, also the
methods for fabrication of graphene are discussed, as well as the characterisation of
graphene by TEM.
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§ 3 Graphene
This chapter gives a basic overview of the main characteristics of graphene and
its physical properties to its increasingly importance in research; Explains the fab-
rication and transfer processes and characterization methods. In particular it is
discussed the TEM techniques to characterise graphene from the microscopic to the
atomic regime.
3.1 On the structure of graphene
The two dimensional form of carbon, graphene , was studied theoretically long before
its discovery,12 because it signified the starting point for calculations of properties
of graphite.13 The discovery of graphene , has overcome its theoretical expectations
and its projected applicability and usefulness in many areas of research and nan-
otechnology.
A carbon atom has four electrons available for bonding and can be distributed
in three types of bonding configurations: sp, sp2 and sp3. The sp hybridized bond
is linear, usually found in long carbon chains. The sp3 distribution is tetrahedral,
i.e. a carbon atom has four neighbouring atoms as the carbon atoms in diamond. In
graphene, from those four electrons three are hybridized in a sp2 state allowing the
creation of σ bonds with three neighbouring carbon atoms. These bonds distribute
at 120◦ angles forming a trigonal planar structure, whence the known honeycomb
like structure. The fourth electron arranges in a pz orbital perpendicular to the
plane, enabling pi bonding and becoming delocalised by lateral overlapping. The C-
C bonds in graphene are, therefore, conjugated bonds with a length of 1.42 A˚. The
crystal structure of graphene is hexagonal and consists of two atoms per unit cell
with lattice parameters of a=b=2.46 A˚ (Figure 3.1.1). From the arrangement of the
carbon atoms in graphene and its unique binding, graphene possesses extraordinary
structural, electrical and chemical properties.14–17
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Figure 3.1.1. Structure of graphene. Each carbon atom in graphene is bonded to three other C
atoms, with a bond length of 1.42 A˚. From this hexagonal lattice the in plane lattice parameters
of graphene are a=b=2.46A˚and γ=120◦ .
3.2 Graphene fabrication
The interlayer binding of the graphene sheets in graphite is van der Waals, which
is a weak force in comparison to the force binding the atoms in the plane. Accord-
ingly, it is easier to separate the graphene layers than break the C-C bonds in the
plane. Novoselov et al.12 achieved to observe, select and characterise graphene by
cleaving graphite using adhesive tape and depositing it on SiO2. Other groups have
worked in the fabrication of graphene, to make its production scalable, using dif-
ferent approaches: liquid phase exfoliation, anionic bonding, carbides sublimation
and chemical vapour deposition on metals.18 But every fabrication process produces
different graphene quality, i.e., crystallinity, size of the graphene flakes and intrin-
sic defects. Also, some fabrication processes produce multilayer graphene. Thus
each graphene grown by an specific fabrication method gives the material different
properties and, therefore, applicability.
Micromechanical cleaved graphene
The fabrication of micromechanical cleaved graphene (MC-graphene) is a top-bottom
process. The binding van der Waals energy in-between layers of graphite19 is about
2 eV/nm2 which means, according to Zhang et al.,20 that the force needed to sepa-
rate two layers of graphite with an area of 1 µm2 is around 300 nN which is, indeed,
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small and reachable by mechanical means, for example friction of graphite on paper,
an AFM cantilever or peeling layers with adhesive tape.
MC-graphene is fabricated with a portion of natural graphite glued to a tape, and
repetitively cleaved. Then, an area on the tape is put in contact to SiO2 surface
and pealed off leaving graphene flakes on the SiO2. By means of an optical micro-
scope the prepared sample can be investigated. Graphene has a refractive index of
n = 2.6−1.3i which is independent on the λ, but SiO2 and Si refractive indexes are
dependent on λ, thus the relative intensity of the reflected light from the substrate,
I(1), and through graphene, I(n1) is:
C =
I(1)− I(n1)
I(1)
(3.1)
The contrast expected (C) for single-layer graphene in the green region of the visible
spectrum is about 12% for a 90 nm SiO2 substrate.
21 If the optical microscope has
not a wavelength selector, it is still possible to, approximately, check the contrast
by splitting a RGB image in channels and corroborate the contrast by a line profile.i
The typical size of a single-layer MC-graphene sample is 10µm.
Graphene grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD-graphene)
Contrary to MC-graphene, the growth of graphene by chemical vapour deposition is
a bottom-up process. Depending on the substrate used to grow graphene the mech-
anisms in its formation varies. For example, the growth of CVD-graphene on nickel
is mediated by surface segregation due to the high solubility of C on Ni, whereas on
copper, the graphene grows by a surface-catalysed process.22 The highest quality
CVD-graphene, e.g. big grains consisting mostly of single-layer graphene, has been
achieved by growing it on copper substrates.23 But the growth of CVD-graphene
on Cu is strongly influenced by the carbon source (solid, liquid or gas), the pres-
sure, and the temperature rates at which is heated and cooled. The size of a CVD
produced graphene is as big as the Cu substrate, e.g. cm.
The CVD-graphene used in this work comes from 3 different sources:
• Commercial CVD-grapheneii grown on Cu at low pressure and methane as
carbon source.
iMaster thesis: G. Algara-Siller. Graphene - preparation methods and characterisation. Ulm
University 2008
ii Graphenea S.A.
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• Liquid phase CVD-Graphene using ethanol as carbon source at atmospheric
pressure.iii
• CVD-graphene grown with low pressure and methane.iv
Transfer of graphene to TEM grids
MC-graphene transferred to TEM grids
MC-graphene after been deposited and spotted on the SiO2 substrate is trans-
ferred to a TEM grid (Quantifoil) via potassium hydroxide (KOH)24 to be, then,
characterised by TEM. This transfer method consists of bringing the TEM grid into
contact to the graphene by the evaporation of isopropyl alcohol. Once the grid is
in contact with the graphene then the grid with MC-graphene is detached from the
SiO2. This process is possible by etching the SiO2 with KOH. After transfer the
sample has to be rinsed in distilled water to remove remaining KOH.
CVD-graphene transferred to TEM grids
The transfer of graphene grown on Cu by CVD is a variation and optimisation
of the method reported by Pantelic et al.25
Materials
1. 3 low form beakers (200 mL) with spout.
2. Ammonium peroxodisulfate (APS).
3. Demineralized and deionized (DI) water.
4. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA).
5. TEM grids (Au Quantifoil, 1.2 )
6. Graphene grown on Cu by CVD
7. Stainless steal mesh.
iii Fabricated by Dr. Jessica Campos-Delgado, ICTEAM, Universite´ Catholique de Louvain,
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
iv Fabricated by Dr. Jessica Campos-Delgado, ICTEAM, Universite´ Catholique de Louvain,
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
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Solutions
1. (Beaker 1) 8 grams APS diluted in 100 mL DI water.
2. (Beaker 2) 200 mL DI water.
3. (Beaker 3) 100 mL isopropyl alcohol.
Pre-etching one side of Cu foil
(This step is made to remove graphene from one side of the Cu foil. The Cu foil should
be as flat as possible. To flatten the Cu foil use 2 glass slides.)
1. Float the Cu foil with the desired graphene side upwards in APS for 5 minutes.
2. Fish the Cu foil from APS with the mesh and rinse it in DI water.
3. Dry the Cu foil in filter paper.
Transfer
(The Cu foil should be as flat as possible. To flatten the Cu foil use 2 glass slides.)
1. Place grids on the graphene with IPA and let dry, avoid overlapping of the
grids.
2. Check the contact of the grids with optical microscope.
3. Float the grid/graphene/Cu on APS (grid side up).
4. Let to etch until Cu has been removed.
(Normally takes 5 hours for 25 µm thick copper. Is recommended to let etch over
night but no more than 24 hrs, otherwise the grid is destroyed.)
5. Tap each grid from the top to improve the contact of the grid with graphene.
6. Fish each grid with the stainless steal mesh.
7. Rinse the grid in DI water and then IPA.
8. Let the grid dry on filter paper with the graphene side up.
9. Check the transferred graphene by optical microscope.
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3.3 Experimental imaging conditions
Throughout this work, the used instrumental and experimental TEM conditions
were the following:
• E= 80 keV
• λ= 4.017 pm
• ∆f≈ -129 A˚ (Scherzer)
• Cs≈ 0.03 mm
• ∆f= 40 A˚
• θs= 0.5 mrad
If these values are substituted in to the equations (2.19, 2.20, 2.22, 2.23), the ob-
tained diffraction-limited resolution (d) is 0.025 A˚; the information-limited resolu-
tion due to temporal coherence (dt) ≈ 1.6 A˚ and spatial coherence ds ≈ 0.9 A˚; and
the point resolution (dr) after Cs correction is ≈ 1.43 A˚.
3.4 Characterisation of graphene by TEM
The produced graphene samples were investigated in the TEM at an acceleration
voltage of 80 kV. At this voltage, the corresponding energy of the electrons is
sufficiently small that, for defect-free graphene, the probability to sputter an atom
by knock-on damage mechanism is minimal.26 Also, as graphene is a good electrical
conductor ionization damage is not existent. Thus, a high electron dose rate can
be used. With a very high dose rate, the specimen-limited resolution can reach the
value to the point resolution.
Characterisation of graphene by selected area electron diffraction
By using selected area electron diffraction technique an electron diffraction pattern
(SAED pattern) can be recorded from a defined area of the specimen. Because an
SAED pattern contains all scattered electrons, from its analysis is possible to obtain
the arrangement of all the atoms in our sample. Also by the geometry of the SAED
pattern the crystal structure and the orientation of the sample, with respect to the
electron beam, can be deduced.
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Figure 3.4.1 shows SAED patterns of micromechanically cleaved single and bilayer
graphene. The hexagonal geometry of the diffraction pattern confirms the crystal
structure of graphene and its orientation with zone axis [001]. By indexing the
diffraction spots and analysing the reciprocal distance – r – in the SAED pattern
the interplanar distances and the unit cell length – a – are obtained for this zone
axis by:
r =
1
dhkl
=
2√
3
1
a
(
h2 + hk + k2
) 1
2 (3.2)
where hkl are the Miller indices of every diffraction spot.
Figure 3.4.1. (a) SAED pattern of single-layer graphene and (b) SAED pattern of double-layer
graphene. Blue dotted lines in both images indicate where the line profile has been taken to obtain
the intensities of the diffraction spots (shown in red).
The first diffraction spots are at r1 =4.69 nm
−1, and the second spots at r2=8.13
nm−1. The first spots, in this zone axis, correspond to the <100> reflections and
the second to the <110> reflections. With these values, according to equation 3.2,
the unit cell length of graphene is a= 2.46 A˚.
Information about the number of layers of graphene can be also obtained by SAED
pattern analysis. The unit cell of graphene is made of the superposition of 2 trigo-
nal cells rotated by pi/3, thus, for single layer graphene, the intensity of the <100>
reflections will be higher than the <110> reflections,27 just as shown in the line
profile in Figure 3.4.1 (a). For bilayer graphene, the intensities of the second re-
flections are almost double by the stacking arrangement of graphene, line profile in
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Figure 3.4.1 (b). Using this approach is possible to conclude, with certainty, if the
sample is either single- or bi-layer graphene.
Additionally, by the information obtained in an SAED pattern the crystallinity
of graphene can be also be assessed. Figure 3.4.2 (a) shows a SAED pattern of
commercial CVD-graphene where two sets of diffraction <100> spots appear in the
image indicating the existence of two graphene grains with different orientation.
The analysis of angles between the two <100> diffraction spots (marked in blue
and red in Figure 3.4.2 (a)) tells the orientation mismatch between crystal orienta-
tions, i.e. 9.1◦. If a graphene sample is polycrystalline then a ring should appear in
the SAED pattern, just as seen in Figure 3.4.2 (b).
Figure 3.4.2. (a) SAED pattern of two graphene grains at different crystallographic orientations.
The angle between graphene grains is 9.1◦. (b) SAED of a polycrystalline area of a liquid phase
CVD-graphene sample.
Characterisation of graphene by dark field imaging
In dark field (DF) imaging the central beam of an ED pattern is blocked in the
back focal plane by an objective aperture. Thus only the scattered beams through
the objective aperture contribute to the DF image formation.
On samples that contained many reflections, as is the case of two graphene crystals
misoriented, by choosing one of the diffraction spots with the objective aperture
then the resulting DF image will contain only the signal from the sample with that
specific crystal orientation. As an example, DF imaging was performed in the same
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sample area from where Figure 3.4.2 (a) was obtained. The objective aperture was
place at one of the <100> reflections thus selecting one graphene crystal orienta-
tion (red circle in Figure 3.4.3 (a)). Then a DF image was acquired (Figure 3.4.3
(b)). This DF image shows the two misoriented graphene grains and the boundary
between them (here delineated with red line). With DF imaging technique is, thus,
possible to characterise the grain size and orientation of grains in a polycrystalline
graphene sample.28
Figure 3.4.3. (a) SAED pattern of commercial CVD graphene (retaken from Figure 3.4.2). Red
circle circumscribes the position of the objective aperture for DF imaging. (b) DF image of (a)
where the area enclosed by the red line is the graphene crystal with the orientation selected by
the objective aperture. Bright features are contamination on graphene.
HRTEM on graphene
Due to the resolution obtained (see Section 3.3) by the use of an aberration corrector
the atomic structure of graphene has also been investigated by HRTEM. Working
in HRTEM at these imaging conditions, a HRTEM image with positive contrast is
obtained, for graphene the C atoms appear as black.
Figure 3.4.4 shows an averaged HRTEM image of graphene where the hexagonal
arrangement of the C atoms in graphene is clearly seen. The C-C bond distances
and unit cell parameters are obtained by a line profile analysis in this HRTEM im-
age. The results of the line profiles are shown in the bottom images of Figure 3.4.4.
The line profile across C-C bonds (b) shows a distance between atoms of 1.42 A˚ and
the line profile across hexagons (c) results in a measured unit cell length of 2.46 A˚.
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Results which are in perfect agreement with the known structure of graphene and
with our SAED pattern analysis.
Figure 3.4.4. (a) Image of graphene (summation over 10 frames) where the hexagonal structure
is visible. (b) The plot of the line profile across C-C bonds (red line). Distance between C atoms
is 1.42 A˚. (c) Line profile (blue line) across unit cells. The measured unit cell length is 2.46 A˚.
Due to the direct interpretation of a HRTEM image (positions of the atoms) not
only does the hexagonal structure of graphene is unveiled, its intrinsic defects and
atom dynamics can be described. The stacking configuration and orientation ar-
rangements when the sample is multilayer graphene is also possible to obtained by
HRTEM.
A grain boundary in graphene is, mostly, constituted by heptagons and pentagons28
or by defective sites. Thus, carbon atoms at the grain boundaries are more reactive
and as consequence contamination adsorbs on these sites. Figure 3.4.5 (a) shows
a grain boundary which is decorate by contamination. Within the same figure but
in image (b) a HRTEM image of the area delimited by the red square in (a) is
shown, here the defective sites along the gain boundary are pointed out by a red ar-
row. Apart from the defects and deviations from the hexagonal structure at a grain
boundary, intrinsic defects are found in the middle of a graphene crystal, as shown
in Figure 3.4.5 (c). These defects occur, mainly, by the surface-catalyse process
mediating the growth of graphene on copper. Although defects can be created in
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pristine graphene under high electron dose29 (1 x 108 e−/nm2), the imaged defects
are intrinsic due to our experimental beam settings resulting in a dose of ∼ 1 x 106
e−/nm2 per single exposure.
Figure 3.4.5. (a) Grain boundary decorated with contamination. (b) Defective sites along the
grain boundary. (c) intrinsic defects in commercial CVD-graphene.
As shown before, by SAED (Figure 3.4.2 (b)) the liquid phase CVD-graphene is
polycrystalline, but now with the potential of HRTEM imaging, is also possible to
give a detail characterisation of the specimen at the nanometer scale. Studies on
CVD-graphene using liquid phase precursor reported the growth of bilayer graphene
either in AB or random (turbostratic) stacking configurations.30
Liquid phase CDV-graphene grown on Cu foilv (25µm) at 980◦C and atmospheric
pressure, and ethanol as carbon source has been studied on the atomic level describ-
ing the adlayer’s grain sizes, stacking configurations and their orientation relative
to the underlaying graphene layer. Also, with these investigations was possible to
assessed the number of adlayers in the sample.31
In order to quantify the number of layers in graphene by HRTEM, a hole in the
sample has to be produced. Although sputtering of atoms is minimal with 80 keV
electrons, it is possible to create a hole due to catalytic reactions between adsor-
bates and the carbon atoms of graphene. The graphene is chemically etched under
the electron beam.32 The holes, once created, grow under the e-beam by atomic
displacement because a carbon atom at an edge of graphene has lower threshold en-
ergy for displacement.33 Once a hole has been created through the graphene layers
the number of layers on graphene can be counted, as it is shown in Figure 3.4.6 (a).
v Campos-Delgado J., Botello-Me´ndez A.R., Algara-Siller G., Hackens B., Pardoen T., Kaiser
U., Dresselhaus M.S., Charlier J.-C., Raskin J.-P. Chemical Physics Letters 2013, 584,142-146.
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Figure 3.4.6. (a) Quantification of the number of graphene layers in a HRTEM image. The holes
seen were produce by chemical etching (black arrows). (b) An area of the sample with twisted
adlayer graphene seen clearly by its Moire´ pattern. The twist angle between layers is 4.4 ◦ as
measured from the FFT (inset). (c) Grains of adlayers with different orientations (coloured). One
grain has not been highlighted to allow a better view of the Moire´ pattern. (d) The Fourier-
filtered image of (b). The grain boundaries are marked with black lines. The inset (FFT) shows
the quantification of the twist angles.
In this image, the adsorbates which chemically etched graphene are marked by black
arrows and the number of layers are counted to be 3 (each layer has been marked
with its corresponding number). Additionally, it is determined that the stacking
of graphene layers in this area of the sample is not turbostratic by the absence of
a Morie´ pattern. Nevertheless, this stacking configuration is not predominant, as
shown in Figure 3.4.6 (b and c), where twisted adlayers of graphene – a graphene
adlayer with an angular rotation in respect to the underlying layer – are observed
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due to the Moire´ pattern. The rotation of the twisted adlayer is quantified by
measuring the angle between spots in the FFT, see the inset in Figure 3.4.6 (b).
Where two or more adlayers meet, a grain boundary is formed. The grain bound-
aries between graphene grains from liquid phase grown graphene (polycrystalline)
are better seen if a Fourier filter is applied to the HRTEM image (Figure 3.4.6 (c)).
The quantification of the twist angles between grains is shown in the inset of Figure
3.4.6 (c).
In summary, the fabrication of CVD-graphene using alcohols as carbon source pro-
duces bilayer to few layers graphene with small grains ranging from the nanometer
to the micrometer scale but nonetheless as continuous film.
SAED and HRTEM to characterise graphene
Campos-Delgado J., Algara-Siller G., Santos C.N., Kaiser U., Raskin
J.-P. Twisted bi-layer graphene: Microscopic rainbows. Small 2013, 9,
3247-3251.34
A combination of SAED and HRTEM techniques has been used to fully characterise
a CVD-graphene sample. The graphene sample was produced by low pressure CVD
with methane as carbon source.34 In contrast to the commercial CVD-graphene
this sample was first transferred to (100 nm) SiO2/Si and analysed by optical mi-
croscopy. Bilayer and multilayer graphene deposited in SiO2, when observed in an
optical microscope, should exhibit the same colouration of single-layer graphene
but with higher contrast.21 After optical characterisation (Figure 3.4.7) this sam-
ple showed to have single-layer graphene (black arrow) and some patches of bilayer
graphene (dotted arrow). But some distinctive areas have a colouration (inset), e.g.
pink, yellow, green and blue (coloured circles Figure 3.4.7 inset). Because these
coloured patches do not follow the optical properties of graphene, thus SAED and
HRTEM imaging were used to characterised and demonstrate the nature of the
coloured patches.
The SAED pattern of the pink area shows an interlayer orientation of 12.8◦ (Figure
3.4.8 (a)). Twisted bilayer graphene produces a Moire´ pattern in the HRTEM im-
age and from its FFT the angle of rotation can also be corroborated (Figure 3.4.8
(b) and (c), respectively). The same characterisation and analysis was applied to
the yellow area, resulting in a twisted angle between graphene layers of 13.4◦.
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Figure 3.4.7. Optical image of low pressure CVD-graphene with methane transferred to SiO2.
The black arrow shows single layer graphene and the dotted arrow bilayer graphene. The inset
shows a magnified imaged of coloured areas. Each area is colour coded with the circles. The
brightness and contrast has been adjusted in the inset image.
Figure 3.4.8. SAED, HRTEM images and FFT of coloured areas (pink (a–c) and yellow (d–f)).
Twist angle marked in the corresponding images.
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Relating the rotation angles obtained by TEM and the different colouration ob-
served by optical microscopy, it is possible to conclude that rotation angles in bilayer
graphene have an influence in the optical properties of bilayer graphene. Thus, if
the optical properties of twisted bilayer graphene change, then the electronic prop-
erties of bilayer graphene also change. This experiment corroborates the theoretical
calculations which predict that on twisted bilayer graphene the band velocity oscil-
lates with twist angle, and at some angles it vanishes at the Dirac points rising a
large DOS.35
In contrast to the liquid phase CVD-graphene sample, this sample, low pressure
CVD-graphene, has large and continuous areas of single layer graphene with grain
sizes (>2 µm) which are similar to the grains in commercial CVD-graphene and to
those samples of MC-graphene.
3.5 Comparison of graphene samples
As was shown in the previous sections, TEM techniques allow the detailed charac-
terisation of graphene. The quality of the presented graphene samples (e.g. number
of layers and crystallinity) is important on the thesis, thus a comparison between
the graphene samples is here presented. Graphene fabricated by micromechanical
cleavage is, in fact, single crystalline and it does not exhibit intrinsic defects. Low
pressure CVD-graphene with methane as carbon source showed to be mostly con-
stituted by single-layer, however, made of many graphene grains with sizes on the
micrometer range. Because those grains arrange in all possible orientations grain
boundaries can be found. Also, these samples, due to their fabrication process, con-
tain intrinsic defects. The graphene grown by CVD with a liquid phase precursor
is composed of many layers (2-5 layers) and the observed graphene grains sizes are
in the nanometer range.
In the following table the results from the TEM characterisation of different graphene
samples for each of the different fabrication methods are summarised. From this ta-
ble it can be concluded that MC-graphene and CVD-graphene grown on Cu from gas
phase are the best graphene samples to use as a substrate for TEM for the character-
isation of nano-objects, mostly because they are single-layer and have high crystal
quality. Thus, those types of graphene samples were used to investigate nanometer
size objects by TEM.
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Fabrication
method
Num.
of layers
Sample
size
Intrinsic
defects
Grain size Stacking
MC-graphene 1 5-20 µm — 5-20 µm —
Commercial
CVD-graphene
1-2 cm yes >2 µm Bernal
Liquid phase
CVD-graphene
2-3 cm yes nm-µm Turbostratic
Low pressure
CVD-graphene
1-2 cm yes >2 µm Turbostratic
Table 3.5.1. Comparison of the graphene samples, used in this thesis, produced by different
fabrication methods.
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§ 4 Nano-objects on graphene by
HRTEM
A nano-object is that object which has “one or more external dimen-
sions in the nanoscale.”
Ramsden Jeremy. Nanotechnology: an introduction. William Andre/Elsevier. 2011.
ISBN: 978-0-08-096447-8.
Nanomaterial: “a natural, incidental or manufactured material con-
taining particles, in an unbound state or as an aggregate or as an ag-
glomerate and where, for 50 % or more of the particles in the number
size distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1
nm-100 nm. [...]”
Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, The Council and
the European Economic and Social Committee. Brussels, 03.10.2012. COM(2012)
572.
According to this definition, nano-objects or nanomaterials can be encompassed by
a broad range of disciplines in science. But one important characteristic of nano-
objects is that their properties and functionalities are different from the micron size
and bulk materials, and this difference rises by their size and structure, hence:
“... if we understand the structure of nano-objects then we can under-
stand their chemical and physical properties, and, therefore is possible
control the transformations of matter.”
Nano-objects are per se or as the building blocks for nanomaterials of great scientific
and technological interest. Nanomaterials such as hydrid organic-inorganic systems
can be used in many applications in nanotechnology, e.g. biolabeling, biosensing
or drug delivery. This chapter contains TEM characterisation of hydrid organic-
inorganic systems. Also, in this chapter, another nano-object, i.e., desoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) has been studied by TEM.
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4.1 Hydrid nano-objects
In this section is discussed the characterisation of hybrid nano-objects deposited on
a graphene substrate by HRTEM .
“ Hybrid nano-objects [...] are constructed by using organic compo-
nents to coordinate the nucleation, growth, organisation and transfor-
mation of inorganic nanophases to produce discrete integrated objects
of higher-order structures under equilibrium and non-equilibrium con-
ditions.” Stephen Mann. Self-assembly and transformation of hybrid nano-objects
and nanostructures under equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions. Nature Ma-
terials 2009, 8, 781-792 .36
The hybrid nano-objects here studied have been developed: for bioimaging and
nanotherapeutics; as label free DNA detectors ; and as single protein nanosensors.
Au nanoclusters coated with albumin-derived copolymer
Au nanoclusters or nanoparticles are one of the most common examples of nano-
objects because of their distinctive size dependent properties.37 For example, if the
size of a Au nano-object is about the size of the electron mean free path (≈50 nm),
i.e. nanoparticle (NP), then its optical properties change compared to the optical
properties of bulk. If the Au nano-object is ∼ 0.5 nm, i.e. nanocluster (NC), then
the whole chemical and physical properties change.38 For example, Au NPs emit
light in the visible spectrum, but Au NCs emit light in the near infrared. The study
of Au NCs is of great interest because Au NCs are thought to be the link between a
single Au atom and a Au NP. It is worth noticing that in order to achieve Au NCs
they should be stabilized, e.g. by protein coating.39
It has been reported that a graphene substrate has low noise contribution in a
TEM image.11 As result, it is expected that the contrast of a nano-object will
increase when it is deposited on graphene. To corroborate this statement, Au
NCs coated with albumin-derived copolymer were produced using hybrid peptide-
copolymer functionalised with thiotic acid (dcBSA-147-PEO(5000)28-(TA)26)
i, 40
and deposited by drop casting on two substrates, standard amorphous carbon films
and on graphene (Figure 4.1.1 (a and b), respectively).
i Samples produced by Goutam Pramanik. Institute for organic chemistry III, Ulm University.
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The contrast obtained from a Au NC (∼2.5 nm ) on amorphous carbon is 10%
and the contrast from a similar size Au NC on graphene is 15%. Furthermore, the
organic molecules surrounding the Au NCs can not be observed when the sample
is deposited on amorphous carbon, whereas in graphene are easy to discern (dark
lines in the area left from the red line).
Figure 4.1.1. Copolymer coated Au NCs deposited on amorphous carbon (a) and graphene
(b). On the graph, the line profiles across the ∼ 2.5 nm particles (red circles) showing a contrast
difference of 30%. The copolymer coating the Au NCs is seen as dark lines in the left area,
delimited by red line in image (b).
The size distribution of Au NCs was obtained by particle analysis of low magnifi-
cation TEM imagesii (Figure 4.1.2). The size distribution analysis shows that Au
NCs can be found in two size ranges or modes, 0.7±0.1 nm and 0.9±0.1 nm. The
standard deviation (0.1 nm) is attributed to the Gaussian filter and threshold ad-
justment applied to the raw image for the particle size analysis. The predominance
of clusters with diameter below 1.0 nm (66%) is attributed to the ratio between thi-
otic acid and Au3+ (1:1) and, also, to the type of copolymer used for stabilisation.
Because ∼99% of the Au NCs have diameters below 2 nm it is expected that the
sample will yield narrow fluorescence emission.iii
Another important characterisation for Au NCs coated with albumin-derived copoly-
mer is the structure and conformation of the copolymer, peptides and thiols. Here,
several problems rise for this characterisation which are: (1) from deposition, the
copolymer, a long and flexible molecule, piles upon drying thus the original three
dimensional conformation is lost and (2) as hydrocarbon molecules are radiation
ii ImageJ software, Analyze particles plug-in.
iii Full description on Au NCs fabrication and characterisation can be found in: Goutham
Pramanik. Near infrared emitting nanoemitters for bioimaging applications, Ph.D. Thesis, Ulm
University, 201340
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Figure 4.1.2. Bright field image of copolymer coated Au NCs deposited on graphene and his-
togram of the size distribution.
sensitive materials, C-H and C-C bonds break1 with electron doses between 400-
1200 e−/nm2, thus the pristine state of the organic molecules is not conserved during
HRTEM imaging (≈ 1x 106e−/nm2). Nevertheless, due to the low noise contribution
from the graphene substrate is possible to discern the existence of organic molecules
coating the Au NCs (Figure 4.1.3).
Figure 4.1.3. HRTEM image of Au NC coated with copolymer. The red line delineates the
extension of the copolymer upon drying and the blue circle the Au NC (=1 nm). The lattice of
the graphene substrate is also observed (marked with black arrows).
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QDs coated with an albumin-derived copolymer.
Wu Y., Eisele K., Doroshenko M., Algara-Siller G., Kaiser U., Koynov
K., Weil T. A quantum dot photoswitch for DNA detection, gene trans-
fection, and live-cell imaging. Small 2012, 8, 3465—3475.41
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have remarkable size dependent properties, for
example strong photoluminescense with specific emission.42 This photoluminescence
can be used for biolabeling delivery vectors or as it has been reported as label-free
DNA detection systems due to the emission quenching by the electron transfer be-
tween QDs and DNA.43
CdSe/CdZnS QDs coated with cationic polypeptide copolymer (cBSA) (cBSA-
QDs)41 were investigated by TEM. By drop coating, the cBSA-QDS were dispersed
on an annealed (250◦ C for 5 minutes) and plasma (H2:O2) treated MC-graphene.
To enable the characterisation of the QDs, the concentration of the dispersion was
1 ng/µL. This concentration was used to avoid the superposition of QDs in top of
each other, as seen in Figure 4.1.4 (a). An example of the QDs dispersion is seen
in Figure 4.1.4 (b). From the particle analysis of many images it was possible to
determined the size distribution of the QDs, yielding an average diameter of 8 ±2
nm.
Figure 4.1.4. HRTEM images of clusters of QDs. (a) QDs from a high concentrated solution.
(b) A cluster of QDs with a concentration of ≈ 1 ng/µL. (c) A high magnification HRTEM of
QDs coated by cBSA copolymer where the lattice fringes of QDs are visible.
Also, the morphology of cBSA-QDs was investigated by HRTEM (Figure 4.1.4 c).
In this image, the lattice fringes originating from the CdSe-CdZnS cores are clearly
seen. The cBSA can be inferred as the shell-like structures surrounding the QDs
(enclose by red circle in Figure 4.1.4 (c)). The approximate radial extension of the
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cBSA out from the QDs has been calculated to range between 5-15 nm. Thus, the
total diameter of a copolymer coated QD can be 13-25 nm. Within this range,
the total diameter of any coated QD observed by TEM is smaller than the theo-
retical and experimental hydrodynamic size of cBSA-QDs (≈ 39 nm).41 The large
difference is due to the fact that cBSA-QDs deposited on graphene are dry.
Nanodiamond with Ferritin on Graphene
Ermakova A., Pramanik G., Cai J.-M., Algara-Siller G., Kaiser U., Weil
T., Tzeng Y.-K., Chang H. C., McGuinness L. P., Plenio M. B., Nay-
denov B., Jelezko F. Detection of a few metallo-protein molecules using
color centers in nanodiamonds. Nano Letters 2013, 13, 3305–3309.44
Interest in studying nanodiamonds with nitrogen-vacancy defects centres (NVs)
has grown due to their magnetic sensitivity at ambient conditions, their strong flu-
orescence, and their biocompatibility, thus making nanodiamond with NVs highly
applicable for biosensing. The fluorescence of nanodiamons with NVs is dependent
on the NV spin state.45 Thus if the spin state in the NVs is changed, e.g. by spin
coupling from an atom or molecule, then its fluorescence also changes.
On this principle nanodiamond with NVs coated with protein complexes were pro-
duced. By electrostatic attraction ferritin proteins (iron storage molecules) were
adsorbed on nanodiamond.44 The thermal fluctuations of the iron electron spins
in ferritin led to coupling with the NV spin, as proved by optically detection of
magnetic resonance. This coupling shorten, as proved by Ermakova et al.,44 the
coherence and relaxation time.
HRTEM studies where made on a sample of nanodiamond-ferritin complex to cor-
roborate the adsorbed ferritin molecules. Figure 4.1.5 shows a low magnification
and a HRTEM image of ferritin molecules adsorbed on a single nanodiamond with
NVs deposited on graphene substrate. The iron based cores (pointed out by arrows)
are easily observed by their strong contrast. Their average diameter is 5 nm, this
value of the size of the iron cores in ferritin is consistent with literature.46
Although the ferritin cores were observed to be adsorbed on the surface of the nan-
odiamond, their pristine structure, i.e. hydrous ferric oxide, could not be imaged.
The total dose that organic compounds can sustain before complete destruction
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Figure 4.1.5. (a) Low magnification image of a nanodiamond with NVs and the adsorbed ferritn
molecules. (b) A HRTEM image of the same nanodiamond where the ferritin molecules are pointed
out by arrows. The avergae diameter of the iron core is ∼ 5 nm.
is approximately 100–10000 e−/nm2 .1 In this study the used electron dose rate
for HRTEM imaging was three orders of magnitude higher than the total dose for
destruction, therefore the structure of the cores could not be studied.
4.2 DNA/Graphene
This section is dedicated to describe the development of sample preparation and
deposition, to approach the imaging of the DNA structure at the atomic scale. Ad-
ditionally, it gives first results on imaging pristine (unstained) DNA by HRTEM
and it discusses the challenges for successfully image DNA.
Double strand DNA consists of nucleobases (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine),
deoxyribose and phosphates, hence, DNA is an electron beam sensitive molecule.iv
For example, the total electron dose for complete destruction of nucleobases range
from 2.4 x 102— 3.6 x 104 e−/nm2.1 Due of the nature of the constituent atom
species in DNA (e.g. C, O, N, H, and P) low contrast from the molecule is expected.
Because of the importance of the DNA for the understanding of life Kleinschmidt
and Zahn47 developed a method to imaging DNA in TEM. This method consisted
in spreading the DNA molecule in a protein based film and deposited the sample
on carbon or formvar TEM grids. To increase the contrast of the DNA, for imag-
iv Sections 2.2 and 2.3
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ing, the sample was either stained with molecules containing heavy atom species
(e.g. uranyl acetate) or shadowed by metal films (e.g. by Pt evaporation). But
the sample’s spreading film and the treatments for contrast enhancement hindered
the possibility to resolve the structure of DNA. Nonetheless, through this technique,
vast information has been retrieved from the TEM experiments: heteroduplex anal-
ysis, DNA replication, transcription complexes or denaturation of DNA.48 In order
to improve the above mentioned constrains, staining or shadowing DNA should be
avoided and, to decrease the substrate contribution of noise to the image, an alter-
native substrate should be use.
As reported by several groups11,49 and proven in section 4.1, graphene is the ideal
substrate to obtain high contrast from the atoms in DNA due to its minimal noise
contribution to the image. Moreover, its robustness against electron irradiation and
its high conductivity may aid to reduce some radiation damage effects in DNA.
Image calculations of DNA on amorphous carbon and graphene are shown in Fig-
ure 4.2.1 (a) and (b), respectively. The signal contribution by each substrate to the
resulting image is obvious: the DNA structure is completely obscured by the amor-
phous carbon substrate, while on graphene is possible to distinguish the basepairs
separation. This analysis corroborates that graphene is an ideal substrate to image
DNA.
Figure 4.2.1. Image simulations of DNA on different substrates. (a) DNA on (5nm) thick
amorphous carbon substrate and (b) on graphene. In (b) the base pairs and the backbone of DNA
are clearly seen.
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A DNA sample was prepared making a solution of plasmid DNA (pUC19) with
concentration of 1 ng/µL. It was deposited by drop coating in an annealed-plasma
treated graphene (200◦C for 5 minutes and H2:O2 plasma for 3 seconds at 30 Watts)
and let to dry under atmospheric conditions before inserting it in the TEM. The
nominal width of a double helix DNA is 1.8 nm, the distance between base pairs is
3.3 A˚ and a complete helical twist is reached after 11 turns (3.3 nm).50 As pUC19
is a circular DNA with 2686 basepairs, its circumference is, then, 886.38 nm. A
low magnification image shows a pUC19 molecule as linear (Figure 4.2.2 (a)) with
a contour length of ∼ 380 nm. This result suggests that the plasmid DNA is inter-
wounded, as depict in the Figure 4.2.2(b). According to literature, interwounding
is, normally, due to torsional stress and it is expected for DNA with close ends.50
Figure 4.2.2. (a) Low magnification image of pUC19 deposited on graphene. The contour length
is ≈ 380 nm. Drawing of interwounded DNA (b). (c) HRTEM image of the section delimited by
the red rectangle in (a).
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Although the DNA in this experiments was not stained or shadowed the observed
contrast is due to the vast amount of contamination which accumulates on top of
the DNA molecule. Therefore the contamination prevents the measurement of the
width of the DNA, thus no information about the interwounding of DNA was re-
trieved. Moreover this contamination hinders the atomic resolution of the structure
as seen in Figure 4.2.2 (b). Additionally, it is possible that in this image the struc-
ture of DNA has been already damaged by the high electron dose rate used (1 x
106e−/nm2s), but, again, due to the contamination this cannot be determined.
With this experiment, although DNA could not be atomically imaged, it has been
proven that the used substrate preparation methods make graphene hydrophilic and
that the sample concentration and deposition technique allow good DNA disper-
sion on graphene, all these processes being important steps towards the atomically
description of DNA by TEM.
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§ 5 2D materials on graphene
Since graphene, the world of 2D materials has been growing because 2D materials
have shown interesting and different properties to those of bulk (3D). For example
some transition metal dichalcogenides (e.g. MoS2) have a band gap, thus it can be
used in electronics devices. Additionally, dichalcogenides showed to have good cat-
alytic properties.51 Another example of 2D materials are hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN) or carbon nitride (C3N4), graphitic-like materials. They show similitude
to graphene in terms of mechanical robustness and thinness except the electrical
properties.
The challenge in characterising many of these materials by TEM is their sensi-
tiveness towards electron irradiation.52–54 An approach to overcome this problem is
to image these materials with a protective layer, which in this case is graphene.
5.1 Graphitic carbon nitride on graphene
Algara-Siller G., Severin N., Chong S.Y., Bjo¨rkman T., Palgrave R.G.,
Lavbourn A., Antonietti M., Khimyak Y.Z., Krasheninnikov A.V., Rabe
J.P., Kaiser U., Cooper A.I., Thomas A., Bojdys M.J. Triazine-based,
graphitic carbon nitride: a two-dimensional semiconductor. Angewandte
Chemie 2014, 53.55
Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) was theoretically predicted by Teter and Hem-
ley56 but its fabrication, since, had not yielded a well-defined material. Recently a
new synthesis method was developedi to obtain large crystals of g-C3N4
55 (Graphi-
cal model shown in Figure 5.1.1). For TEM investigations, g-C3N4 was cleaved and
deposited in SiO2 and transferred to TEM grids using KOH.
First TEM characterisation of free standing g-C3N4 resulted in a rapid damaging
of the material. Under a total electron dose of 1.4 x 106 e−/nm2 the crystallinity
of the material was lost. In order to show the damage caused by the e-beam two
images from a sequence are presented in Figure 5.1.2. The structure of g-C3N4 is
i Sample fabrication made at the University of Liverpool by Dr. Michael Bojdys.
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Figure 5.1.1. Chemical model of triazine molecule and triazine-based g-g-C3N4.
seen in panel (a) and the damaged structure in (b). The loss of crystallinity in the
material is also observed by analysing the FFTs for each of the images (FFT (a)
and FFT (b)). Where the FFT of image (a) shows clear hexagonal diffraction spots,
these spots are very faint in the FFT of image (b).
Figure 5.1.2. (a) HRTEM image of g-C3N4 where the hexagonal structure is observed. Dose
rate 1.4 x 10 5e−/nm2 s. (b) The same area of observation but after an accumulated dose of 1.4 x
106 e−/nm2 . Here the hexagonal structure is nearly lost (except bottom-right hand side corner).
The loss of crystallinity is also seen from the comparison of FFT (a) and FFT (b), where the FFT
(b) show faded spots.
A heterostructure of graphene/g-C3N4/graphene was prepared by transferring g-
C3N4 to a graphene/grid and, subsequently, a MC-graphene was transferred to the
g-C3N4/graphene/grid. The schematic representation of the heterostructure fabri-
cation is shown in Figure 5.1.3.
Due to the different size of the g-C3N4 and the MC-graphene flakes, and the orien-
tation of these during transfer it was possible to find, in the same sample, parts with
graphene/g-C3N4/graphene, g-C3N4/graphene and free-standing g-C3N4 (Figure
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Figure 5.1.3. (1) Transfer of graphene (black line) from SiO2/SiO substratre (purple box) to
quantifoil grid (yellow line)– graphene/grid. (2) Transfer of g-C3N4 (blue line) to graphene/grid.
(3) Another graphene flake is transferred to g-C3N4/graphene/grid.
5.1.4 (a–c) respectively). In all these sample configurations the structure of g-
C3N4 was imaged using an electron dose rate of 8.8 x 10
6 e−/nm2s without apparent
structural damage, even for free-standing g-C3N4 (Figure 5.1.4 (c)). This result is
an indication of the protective effects of graphene against radiation damage.
Each heterostructure configuration is assessed by the number of spots appearing
in the FFT, for example Figure 5.1.4 (a) shows two sets of graphene spots (red
arrows) and one set of g-C3N4 (blue arrow) while Figure 5.1.4 (b) show only one
set of graphene spots. Figure 5.1.4 (c) shows free-standing g-C3N4 which is very
thin, at least 3 layers, but no monolayers were found. From these images the unit
cell parameters of g-C3N4 were obtained, resulting in a hexagonal structure with
unit cell length a=b=2.60 ±0.05 A˚.
Figure 5.1.4. HRTEM image of (a) graphene/g-C3N4/graphene heterostructure, (b) g-
C3N4/graphene, and (c) free-standing g-C3N4. Electron dose rate= 8.8 x 10
6 e−/nm2s. The
inset in each of the panels shows the FFT for each image. Blue arrows point to a g-C3N4 spot
and the red to the graphene spots. The unit cell length obtained from the HRTEM images and
FFTs is 2.60 A˚.
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Layered materials like graphene or g-C3N4 can be stacked in different configura-
tions, therefore possible stacking configurations for g-C3N4 were modelled. Images
from these models were calculated and compared to experimental images. Figure
5.1.5 shows sketches of AA, AB, ABC stacking configurations (blue, red-blue and
green-red-blue diagrams respectively) and their corresponding image calculation.
A reference experimental HRTEM image is also shown in Figure 5.1.5 where the
unit cell has been superimposed (yellow). The coloured dots correspond to the
triple coordinated nitrogen atoms from the triazine molecule. By comparison of
these images, the best fit to the experiments is the ABC stacking configuration.
Turbostratic configurations were ruled out due to the lack of Moire´ patterns in the
images and the absence of rotated Bragg reflections in the FFTs (e.g. Figure 5.1.4
(c)).
Figure 5.1.5. Sketch of the 3 possible stacking configuration for g-C3N4 and their image calcu-
lation. In blue AA; in red and blue AB; green red and blue ABC. Experimental image (right), the
unit cell has been superimposed (yellow).
To prove the position of atoms, image calculations were performed on models where
triple coordinated N atoms were removed from a triazine molecule in a g-C3N4 layer
and its benzene ring (Figure 5.1.6). Panel (a) shows a perfect structure of g-C3N4,
panel (b) one of the triple coordinated N has been removed (see missing green dot),
and two N atoms for panel (c), and panel (d) shows the calculated image where
a complete triazine molecule (3 N atoms and benzene ring) have been removed.
Through these image calculations, the atom positions have been retrieved as well
as their contribution to image formation.
By the characterisation of the g-C3N4 by HRTEM and the comparison to image
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Figure 5.1.6. (a) Image calculation of perfect g-C3N4 with the three coordinated N atoms
describe as coloured dots. (b) one N atom missing from the top layer, (c) two N atoms missing
and (d) the benzene ring from the triazine molecule and the third N atom were removed.
calculations, the structure of g-C3N4 (in this stacking configuration) was resolved.
With complementary techniques, e.g., SFM, optical spectroscopy and XPS, it was
proved that the fabricated sample was indeed g-C3N4. This is the first time that
g-C3N4 has been synthesized with the correct stoichiometry.
5.2 Molybdenum disulfide on graphene
Algara-Siller G., Kurasch S., Sedighi M., Lehtinen O., Kaiser U. The
pristine structure of MoS2 monolayer protected from electron radiation
damage by graphene. Applied Physics Letters 2013, 103, 203107.57
Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), a dichalcogenide, is one of the new generation two
dimensional materials, and it is interesting due to its band gap (1.8 eV) and feasabil-
ity to fabricate complex materials.58 The 3D structure of MoS2 is hexagonal (space
group number= 194, a=b=3.19A˚, c=14.879A˚, α=β=90◦, γ=120◦) and its unit cell
contains 6 atoms (2 Mo and 4 S). A model of monolayer MoS2 (half unit cell) is
shown in Figure 5.2.1, from low angle (a) and top-down perspective (b). The sul-
phur atoms are coloured in yellow and the Mo atoms in blue.
MoS2, as many layered structures, has van der Waals bonding between the lay-
ers, hence monolayer MoS2 can be fabricated by micromechanical cleavage. The
characterisation of free-standing pristine monolayer MoS2 was not possible because
MoS2 rapidly damages under 80 kV electron beam.
54 To protect the monolayer
MoS2 from radiation damage, a heterostructure of graphene/MoS2/graphene was
fabricated following the method described in the previous section.
The sample was first inspected by SAED to identify the number of layers in the
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Figure 5.2.1. The MoS2 structure model seen from low angle (a) and top-down perspective (b).
Atoms of S and Mo are represented by yellow and blue spheres, respectively. Monolayer MoS2,
which is the half the unit cell of bulk MoS2 contains 1 Mo and 2 S atoms (unit cell is drawn in
red).
MoS2. According to Brivio et al.,
59 due to the structure of monolayer MoS2
(symmetry breaking) the intensity between first order diffraction spots should have
a ratio of ≈ 1.1 or 0.9. A SAED pattern was recorded and analysed (Figure 5.2.2).
The vertices of the red hexagon point to the first diffraction spots of MoS2. A line
profile across these diffraction spots (black dotted line) results in a ratio of 1.1, as
expected from a monolayer MoS2 (Figure 5.2.2 (b)). In addition, the diffraction pat-
tern shows two graphene reflections, blue hexagon and blue dotted hexagon. These
graphene diffraction reflections prove the existence of the top and bottom graphene
membranes which are rotated relative to each other by 1.8◦, hence MoS2 is encap-
sulated, effectively, between graphene layers.
Once the existence of monolayer MoS2 was corroborated, characterisation by HRTEM
imaging was performed (Figure 5.2.3). During imaging the highest electron dose
rate imposed on the sample was 7.5 x 10 6 e−/nm2s, it is worth noticing that MoS2
encapsulated between graphene withstands a total dose 1 x 1010 e−/nm2 without
significant damage (5% of S atoms removed). The observed damage in monolayer
MoS2 at these doses is, only, the creation of single vacancies (red arrows in Figure
5.2.3 (b)).
Theoretical calculations for e-beam induced damage of MoS2, described in the re-
port of Komsa et al.,54 show that the sulphur atoms are more prone to be removed
from the lattice than the molybdenum atoms, if knock-on is the most dominant
damage process. Image calculations of pristine MoS2, single vacancy of S, double
vacancy of S, and Mo single vacancy in MoS2 (Figure 5.2.4 (a-d)) have been made
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Figure 5.2.2. (a) SAED pattern of graphene/MoS2/graphene heterojunction. Vertices of red
hexagon point towards the first reflections of MoS2 and the blue hexagon and blue dotted hexagon
to the first reflections of the two different graphene layers in the heterojunction. (b) Result of a
line profile across two of the MoS2 first reflections (black dotted line in (a). The ration between
reflections intensities is 1.1,thus the image MoS2 is monolayer.
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Figure 5.2.3. (a) Raw HRTEM image of graphene/MoS2/graphene. The inset shows the FFT
of the image. The FFT and has the same characteristics as the SAED pattern shown in Figure
5.2.2 (a). (b) Fourier filtered image of (a). The FFT mask used is shown in the inset where the
graphene spots and high frequencies have been removed.
to compare them to the experimental image. As expected, the model with a single
vacancy of S (Figure 5.2.4 (b)) in MoS2 gives the closest match to the experimental
image. In addition to this qualitative comparison, line profiles across these defects
were made (graph of Figure 5.2.4). The similitude in shape and intensity between
the line profiles of the experimental image and the single vacancy of S (image cal-
culation) corroborates that the observed defect in MoS2 is, indeed, a sulphur single
vacancy.
Properties of monolayer materials may vary depending on the edge structure. For
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example, Bollinger et al. observed that the edges of a monolayer MoS2 terminated
with S are metallic60 and Botello-Me´ndez et al.61 predicted that MoS2 nanoribbons
with edges terminated in zigzag, apart from being metallic, have unusual magnetic
properties.
Figure 5.2.4. A defect in the experimental image can be seen by the decrease contrast. Image
calculation of pristine MoS2, single vacancy of S (SV S), double vacancy of S (DV S) and single Mo
vacancy (SV Mo), a-d respectively. The graph shows a line profile from each image. The dotted
line corresponds to the experimental image and the coloured lines correspond to the calculated
images.
From the knowledge of the S and Mo atom positions (Figure 5.2.4), the structure of
MoS2 can be atomically characterised and its edge termination resolved. Based on
detailed analysis of the edges of MoS2 encapsulated between graphene membranes
(Figure 5.2.5) it was determined that micromechanical cleaved MoS2 has sulphur
terminated edges, as has been theoretically predicted. The previous reported ex-
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periments54 on free-standing MoS2 showed that the edges were terminated with Mo
atoms. Mo atoms terminating the edge is evidence that during imaging the sulphur
atoms have been sputtered by the e-beam. Moreover, this difference in results indi-
cates that by encapsulating MoS2 between graphene sheets the pristine structure of
MoS2 is preserved, i.e. graphene acts as protective layer against radiation damage.
Figure 5.2.5. (a and b) Fourier filtered HRTEM images of MoS2 in a graphene/MoS2/graphene
heterostructure. Positions of Sulphur atoms are marked with yellow circles to show that the edges
are terminated with Sulphur atoms.
Because the heterojunction was made with micromechanical cleaved layers, in some
parts of the sample was possible to find configurations where the MoS2 was not pro-
tected by two graphene sheets but by only one (MoS2/graphene). Therefore, this
experiment has allowed the analysis of the vacancy production cross-section in differ-
ent heterostructure configurations.57 Vacancy production cross-section, ρ [barns]=
∆N
Nφ
(∆N number of S vacancies, N total number of S atoms and φ accumulated elec-
tron dose) was calculated for pristine MoS2, MoS2/graphene, graphene/MoS2 and
graphene/MoS2/graphene configurations, resulting:
• pristine MoS2= 4.5 ± 0.4 b
• graphene/MoS2=1.5 ± 0.2 b
• MoS2/graphene= 0.48 ± 0.04 b
• graphene/MoS2/graphene= 0.008 ± 0.003 b.
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From the calculated vacancy production cross-sections, the heterostructure configu-
ration with the lowest vacancy production cross-section is graphene/MoS2/graphene.
This cross-section is 600 times smaller than the vacancy production cross-section for
free-standing pristine MoS2. Thus it has been quantitatively proved that graphene,
indeed, protects electron beam sensitive materials.
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§ 6 Creation of new structures on
graphene
“Irradiating solids with energetic particles is usually thought to intro-
duce disorder, normally an undesirable phenomenon. But recent exper-
iments on electron or ion irradiation of various nanostructures demon-
strate that it can have beneficial effects and that electron or ion beams
may be used to tailor the structure and properties of nanosystems with
high precision. Moreover, in many cases irradiation can lead to self-
organization or self-assembly in nanostructures.”
Krasheninnikov A.K. and Banhart F. Nature Materials. 2007, 6, 723-733.62
6.1 Fabrication of SWCNT from bilayer graphene
Algara-Siller G., Santana A., Onions R., Suyetin M., Biskupek J., Bi-
choutskaia E., Kaiser U. Electron-beam engineering of single-walled car-
bon nanotubes from bilayer graphene. Carbon 2013, 65, 80-86.63
Has been reported that energetic electrons (80 keV) do not cause displacement of
carbon atoms in the pristine structure of graphene. Nevertheless under the electron
beam the structure of graphene can be disturbed when catalyst or radical atoms
interact with the carbon atoms of graphene, thus leading to structural transfor-
mations of graphene. Carbon atoms at the edges of graphene have lower threshold
energy, compared to those atoms within the crystal, so these atoms can be displaced
even with 80 keV electrons leading to the formation of new low dimensional carbon
structures. For example, it was demonstrated64,65 that single carbon atom chains
formed from graphene constrictions or the formation of fullerenes from a small flat
graphene patch.66 If the energy of the electrons was to be higher, i.e. >90 keV, then
atomic displacement will occur.26 Thus, by using high energy electrons the struc-
ture of graphene can be tailored to formed new carbon structures.67,68 These reports
show that a wide range of carbon nanostructures can be produced by nanosculpting
multilayered graphene with high energy electrons, e.g. nanoribbons.
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A conventional microscope works within a range of acceleration voltages, e.g. 80-
300 kV, and advanced microscopes can be used in TEM and scanning TEM mode.
In TEM mode the beam is broad while in scanning TEM the beam is focused to
form a beam with subnanometer diameter.
An experiment was designed to produce SWCNTs from nanoengineered bilayer
graphene nanoribbons (BGNR).63 Bilayer graphene (BG) was tailored by scanning
TEM with a focused (300 kV) electron beam with a nanoprobe of 48 µA, dwell time
13 µs and a camera length of 0.160 m. To obtained BGNRs, sets of parallel lines
were cut out by line scanning. The completeness of the cut through the BG was
confirmed by annular dark field imaging. The width of the BGNRs ranged between
5-10 nm and their length between 20-70 nm. The resulting system was characterised
with HRTEM at 80 kV with an electron beam dose rate of 1.88 x 10 6 e−/nm2s.
Figure 6.1.1 (a) shows a HRTEM image of the initial state of a BGNR (5 nm
wide and 20 nm long) after being nanoengineered with 300 keV electrons. In this
frame is possible to observe remaining adsorbates (green arrows), small patches of
graphene on the surface of BG and BGNR (red circle) and a BGNR-constriction in
the middle of the BGNR (blue arrows). The loss of carbon atoms, induced by
e-beam, destabilizes BG and BGNR structures at their edges by the increase of
the number of dangling bonds. The carbon atoms at the edge of one layer recon-
struct forming new bonds to edge carbons atom of the other layer, zipping up the
edges, stabilizing the structure.69 Figure 6.1.1 (b) shows the BGNR with most of
its edges closed (black dotted lines). The closed edges are discerned by the strong
contrast due to the increased number of atoms in the projection. It is also ob-
served that a BGNR-constriction has thinned down to ∼2 nm, and the graphene
patch has transformed under the e-beam to graphitic cage, i.e. fullerene (red circle).
This system of closed-edge BGNR and BGNR-constriction experiences further trans-
formations under the e-beam as seen in the sequence shown in Figure 6.1.2 (a-
d). The BGNR-constriction in Figure 6.1.2 (a) has open edges with a single layer
graphene extension (inscribed by red line) which transforms to a closed-edge BGNR-
constriction after an accumulated dose of 1.10 x 109 e−/nm2 (Figure 6.1.2 (b)). In
panel (b) the edges of the constriction (∼1 nm at the wider part and ∼0.7 nm at
the thinnest section) have closed forming sharp kinks. Sharp kinks in a closed-edge
structure are formed by a combination of pentagons and heptagons or vacancies.70
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Figure 6.1.1. (a) BGNR engineered in BG, 5 nm width and 20 nm long. The blue arrows
point to BGNR-constriction, black arrows to small graphene patches and green arrows point to
adsorbates. (b) Image of the same BGNR after an accumulated dose of 4.32 x 108 e−/nm2. The
edges of the system are already closed (black dotted lines). The BGNR-constriction has thinned
down to 2 nm (blue arrows). Remaining adsorbates are still seen (green arrows).
Figure 6.1.2. HRTEM images with an accumulated dose of: (a) 9.7 x 108 e−/nm2, (b) 1.10 x
109 e−/nm2, (c) 1.2 x 109 e−/nm2, (d) 1.44 x 109 e−/nm2. (a) Close-edge BGNRand a BGNR-
constriction (1.5-2.0 nm width) where the BGNR-constriction has open edges and an extension
of single layer graphene (within the red line). (b) The edges of the BGNR-constriction have
thinned down and closed with sharp kinks. (c) Under the e-beam the closed-edges of the BGNR-
constriction have been reconstructed leading to smooth edges (thinnest section 0.9 nm). (d) The
closed-edge BGNR-constriction thinned down to a width of 0.5 nm. Thereafter the constriction
breaks (not shown).
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Hence the carbon atoms at these sites are easy to transform under the e-beam.
After an accumulated dose of 1.2 X 109 e−/nm2 the constriction has reconstructed
in to a closed-edge BGNR-constriction (width ∼0.9 nm) with smooth edges (Figure
6.1.2 (c)). The closed-edge BGNR-constriction suffers further transformations and
thins down to a width of 0.5 nm before breaking (Figure 6.1.2 (d) accumulated dose
of 1.44 x 109 e−/nm2).
Due to the fact that a HRTEM image is the projection of the atom positions,
the 3 dimensional structure of the formed closed-edge BGNR-constriction can not
be retrieved from a single image.
As a first approach to understand the structure in the formed system, a model of
a BGNR (similar to the BGNR shown in image 6.1.1) with close edges (width=5.7
nm) was constructed and optimised using Dreideing-like force field methodi (Figure
6.1.3 (a)). The separation, after optimisation, between graphene sheets is 3.4 A˚ and
the closed-edges are seen as tubular. This model is in good agreement with liter-
ature, where a closed-edge BGNR has been predicted to have fractional nanotubes
at its edges, with an optimum radius of curvature dependent on the width of the
BGNR, such structure can be thought as a collapsed SWCNT.71 In such systems,
the greater the initial width of the BGNR the stronger the van der Waals forces
between layers and the smaller the radius of curvature of the edges.72,73 But if the
width of a collapse nanotube decreases then the strain of the edges overcomes the
van der Waals forces and pulls apart the graphene layers to form a SWCNT.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on two systems similar to the obtained by
experiments (Figure 6.1.2 (c and d)) showed that these thin (0.9 and 0.5 nm in
width) closed-edge BGNR-constrictions are indeed SWCNTs (Figure 6.1.3 (b and
c)). Moreover the simulations conclude that the formed SWCNT is flattened. The
resulted simulations, from top view, can be seen in the left panels of (b) and (c).
The red areas in these panels indicate the closed-edge BGNRs to which the SWC-
NTs are attached to. The right images in each panel are the image simulation of the
models, which indeed, are in good agreement with the experimental results. The in-
sets in Figure 6.1.3 (b and c) show the cross sections of the two SWCNTs where the
red and blue axes indicate the major (Rx) and minor (Ry) axes respectively. The
iDiscovery Studio Modelling Enviroment, Release 3.1, San Diego: Accelrys Software Inc. 2012
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degree of flattening, described as a dimensionless parameter by f = (Rx −Ry)/Rx,
has been calculated for the resulting SWCNTs. The larger tube has a degree of flat-
tening f=0.23 and the smaller tube of f=0.12, Figure 6.1.3 (b) and (c) respectively.
The degree of flattening in these SWCNTs can be attributed to the long range van
der Waals interactions between graphene sheets from the BG and the closed-edge
BGNR which dominate and affect structures with diameters close to the stability
limit of SWCNTs.62
Figure 6.1.3. (a) cross section of closed-edge BGNR model depicting the experimental BGNR.
The interlayer distance at the centre is 3.4 A˚ and its edges are fractional nanotubes. (b) top view
of a model of a closed-edge BGNR-constriction (width 0.9 nm) simulating the experimental system
in Figure 6.1.2 (c). The red areas are the nanoribbon sections to which the SWCNT is attached to.
In the inset is seen the cross section of the SWCNT with the major and minor axes (red and blue
arrows respectively). This deformed SWCNT has a degree of flattening of f=0.23. In the right
panel of image (b) the image calculation is shown, which is in good agreement with experimental
image. (c) Shows a model and image calculation (left and right) simulating the thinnest SWCNT
obtained experimentally, 0.5 nm wide. In the inset, the cross section of the SWCNT. Its degree of
flattening is f=0.12. This SWCNT is in the limit of stability for SWCNTs. (Image reproduced from
Algara-Siller et al.63 within reproduction rights given by Elsevier).
The electronic properties of SWCNTs change upon deformation, i.e., degree of flat-
tening.74–76 Thus, density functional theory (DFT) simulations, on pristine and
deformed SWCNTs (7,0) and (11,0), were performed. With these simulations the
density of states (DOS) were obtained (Figure 6.1.4). For a (7,0) SWCNT with f=0
the DOS revealed a bandgap of 0.5 eV. If this nanotube is deformed to f=0.15 the
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Figure 6.1.4. DFT simulations of density of states for (7,0) SWCNT (a-c) and (15,0) SWCNT
(d-f) under different deformations.
bandgap is reduced to 0.1 eV (Figure 6.1.4 b), the degree of flattening in the latter
tube is similar to the experimentally obtained in Figure 6.1.2 (d). But if the degree
of flattening increases to f=0.38 then the SWCNT becomes metallic (panel (c)).
The same simulation for the larger tube gives results that are in agreement with
the decrease of bandgap upon flattening (Figure 6.1.4 (d-f)). For this larger tube,
the metallization can not be reach even at a high degree of flattening f=45. Thus
the insulator-metal transition in a large SWCNT will occur only upon collapsing.
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6.2 Growth of single layer graphene by e-beam
irradiation
The principle of CVD growth of graphene is to supply carbon atoms which will
arrange in a sp2 configuration on the surface of a metal surface (catalyst) under de-
fined temperatures, pressures and gas flow conditions. Previous investigations have
reported the growth of graphene on a non metal substrate, i.e graphene. Westen-
felder et al.77 investigated the formation of polycrystalline graphene (1-5 nm grain
size) at very high temperatures on a graphene substrate. This report describes the
transformation phenomena of hydrocarbon contamination (300 K) to amorphous
carbon (1000 K) to polycrystalline graphene (2000 K). Nevertheless, the detailed
description of the transformation process is left unclear. An independent work by
Barrerio et al.78 reported the growth of large graphene areas by current-induced
annealing. The methodology, although similar to Westenfelder et al., differs on
that the sample was annealed (cleaned), let to cool down allowing redeposition of
contamination, and heated again up to ∼ 2000 K. This work suggests that high tem-
peratures are required to transform the redeposited amorphous carbon to graphene.
Furthermore, the transformation is described by molecular dynamics simulations
where the amorphous carbon transforms to a glass-like phase at 600 K and it starts
to form a new graphene layer on the graphene substrate at around 1800 K. Another
type of graphene formation by carbon atoms from contamination is the re-knitting
of holes on graphene reported by Zan et al..79 Their results showed that carbon
atoms from a nearby clump of contamination diffuse in to the graphene hole dur-
ing imaging and knit it until the hole is mended. Apart from this observation, it
was mention the formation of small patches of “near amorphous” carbon adlayers,
i.e. very defective graphene, from contamination. Because the latter reports on
growing graphene from contamination either involve high temperatures77,78 or a fo-
cus probe,79 i.e. low spatial and temporal resolution, the description of the growth
of graphene from contamination on graphene at the atomic level is otherwise missed.
In this section a detailed (atomic level) characterisation on the formation of a
graphene adlayer from contamination is presented. A sample, graphene grown on
Cu by CVD and transferred to a TEM, was treated with activated alumina pow-
der on a first approach to clean graphene (for more information see Chapter 7).
Because at this stage of the thesis no optimization for the cleaning treatment was
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done, the sample showed to have residual contamination (Figure 6.2.1). The leftover
adsorbates, morphologically, do not resemble ordinary contamination of untreated
graphene, i.e. they are in stripe-like form (red lines in Figure 6.2.1 (a) and seen
with higher magnification in (b)).ii
Figure 6.2.1. (a) Low magnification TEM image (3595 e−/nm2s) of the graphene sample after
treatment with activated alumina. Some contamination stripes are pointed out by red lines. (b)
High magnification image of an area from (a).
The contamination stripes, qualitatively, do not change morphology under electron
dose rates of 3595 e−/nm2s - 4.2 x 104 e−/nm2s. But if a higher electron dose rate
is applied (6.7 x 106 e−/nm2s), then at the end of one of the contaminations stripes
an adlayer graphene starts to form from the contamination. The growing process
of an adlayer graphene from contamination is shown in Figure 6.2.2 (a-l). This
sequence lasts 354 seconds and with it the growth rate of graphene adlayer was
obtained. The adlayer growth was measured from a reference point (red dot in all
images) to a reference growing direction, i.e. bottom-right corner. Although these
measurements are rough approximations they give a fair estimate of the growing
rate.
The growth rate of graphene is better seen in Figure 6.2.3 where each measured
point corresponds to each of the images, from (a)=0 s and 0 nm to (l)=354 s and
13.8 nm. The lack of growth between 0 to 100 seconds suggests that a reasonable
amount of energy should be put in to the system before the single layer graphene
starts growing. Perhaps physical and chemical processes, for example heating for
iiDiscussion about contamination stripes see Chapter 7
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Figure 6.2.2. Fourier filtered image sequence of the growing of an adlayer graphene on a graphene
substrate. The sequence from (a-l) last 354 seconds. The black lines indicate the edge front of the
adlayer graphene. Each image shows the number of seconds after (a) when the image was taken.
diffusion, breaking up the contamination to obtain carbon species, have to be en-
able by the electron beam before the growth. Once the first edge of the adlayer
graphene is formed (Figure 6.2.2 (b)), the growth rate is ∼ 0.1 nm/s and leads to
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the formation of polycrystalline graphene (panels (b-h) in Figure 6.2.2). After ∼
186 seconds the growth rate starts to decrease (i-l), indicating that the reservoir of
carbon atoms in the contamination is reaching depletion until the growth stops (≈
354 seconds).
Figure 6.2.3. Graphene adlayer growth rate. Each point corresponds to measurements of radial
growth length and time for each of the images in Figure 6.2.2.
During the growth of the adlayer graphene, the structure of the adlayer edge front
can be characterised due to the spatial resolution achieved in our HRTEM stud-
ies. Figure 6.2.4 shows a frame from the image sequence to which a Fourier filter
has been applied. In this image some edges have superimposed hexagons (black),
heptagons (red) and pentagons (blue) to exemplified the edge termination of the
adlayer. Grain boundaries in graphene are mostly formed by heptagons and pen-
tagons80 (example of grain boundaries marked by black lines) so it is expected that
within a growing polycrystalline adlayer (many boundaries) some of those pentagons
and heptagons will terminate the edge (green arrows).
Furthermore, as the adlayer grows with randomly oriented grain domains there
are some grains at the edge-growing front that have zigzag termination, and as a
zigzag edge has a high energy configuration per atom (1.3 eV/A˚) thus it reconstructs
with heptagons and pentagons which have the lowest edge energy configuration per
atom in a graphene edge (≈0.95 eV/A˚).81 The analysis of the edges throughout the
growing edge front of the adlayer graphene resulted in, as expected, that most of
the edges were terminated in heptagon-pentagon (reconstructed zigzag) or armchair
configurations. The latter description is in good agreement with the experimental
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results of Koskinen et al.82 and Westenfelder et al.77
Figure 6.2.4. Fourier filtered HRTEM image of the adlayer edge front. Superimposed polygons
(black hexagons, red heptagons and blue pentagons) at the edge indicate the termination of
the edge front. Most of the edges terminate either in armchair or by heptagons and pentagons
(reconstructed zigzag).82
From an overall view of the area where the adlayer graphene has grown, Figure
6.2.5 (a), it can be seen that not only one layer graphene grew but two layers (blue
line delimits the first adlayer and red line the second adlayer). It is worth noting the
nanometer size polycrystallinity of both adlayers. For example, the grains in the
first adlayer range between 1-9 nm2 (coloured areas in Figure 6.2.5 (b)). Moreover,
the area of the grown adlayer graphene is restricted to the diameter of the electron
beam during imaging i.e. ≈ 200 nm (Figure 6.2.5 (c)). The adlayer which radially
grows from the contamination (see that clean areas are not fully cover), coalesces
with other adlayers (from other contamination spots) creating a continuous poly-
crystalline graphene film. To corroborate that the growth of this adlayer graphene
was not a fortunate incident, the same experimental parameters were applied in
other areas of the sample. Results show that if an area which is qualitatively dif-
ferent in terms of contamination (Figure 6.2.6 (a)) than the one shown on Figure
6.2.1, the growth of an adlayer graphene does not occur, even after a total dose of
8.8 x 10 8 e−/nm2. But if another place in the sample (Figure 6.2.6 (b)) with similar
contamination to Figure 6.2.1, i.e. big clean areas in-between contamination stripes,
is imaged then the adlayer graphene grows from contamination (Figure 6.2.6 (c)).
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This grown adlayer graphene shows the same characteristics as the one described
before: edges growing in armchair termination, polycrystalline with grain sizes be-
tween 1-5 nm2, second adlayer growth, and size of the adlayer dependent on the
beam diameter.
Figure 6.2.5. The Fourier filtered image on (a) shows a general view of the adlayer graphene
that grew on graphene by e-beam. The blue line delimits a single adlayer and the red line the
second adlayer. (b) Grains from the first layer are highlighted in colour. The area of these grains
range between 1-9 nm2 being 3 nm2 the average. (c) Total area of the grown adlayer corresponds
to the electron beam size ≈ 200 nm Ø.
Figure 6.2.6. (a) Low magnification image of another place in the sample where the adlayer
growth did not occurred (qualitatively different contamination to Figure 6.2.1). (b) Image of
graphene with similar contamination to Figure 6.2.1. (c) A HRTEM image of an area marked in
red in (b) (averaged over 10 frames). The bottom part shows the unfiltered image of the adlayer
graphene where the armchair terminated edges are highlighted with a red line. The upper part
shows the Fourier filtered image, where grains and grain boundaries are clearly discern (grains
range between 1-5 nm2).
It has been demonstrated with this experiment that the adlayer graphene can be
grown on a graphene substrate by electron beam irradiation without the need of
extreme heating. Furthermore, it has been proven that for an adlayer graphene to
grow from contamination sites it needs big pristine areas of graphene substrate to
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grow on. Although the exact elemental composition of the remnant contamination
in this study, or in the reports mentioned before, is not known, the results converge
to notion that for a new graphene adlayer to form, the right contamination, i.e.
carbon source, should be present in the surface of the graphene substrate.
6.3 Formation of square ice from water encapsu-
lated between graphene sheets
Algara-Siller G., Lehtinen O., Wang F.C., Nair R.R., Kaiser U., Wu
H.A., Geim A.K., Grigorieva I.V. Direct imaging of square ice in graphene
nano-channels. Submitted. 2014.
“The phase transition of liquid water into ice is a physical phenomenon
of abiding scientific interest related to environmental, biological, and
technological processes.”
Choi E.-M., Yoon Y.-H., Lee S., Kang H. Physical Review Letters 2005, 95, 085701.83
Experimental evidence in the dynamical properties of liquids (e.g. OMCTSiii) in
a confined environment has proven that a liquid retains its bulk properties down
to a critical gap separation. But upon further confinement (gap decreased by one
molecular layer) the liquid abruptly solidifies.84 Solidification of water to bulk ice is a
complicated problem thus the existence of 16, experimental or theoretical, different
types of ice phases. Gavish et al.85 reported that nucleation of ice on hydropho-
bic surfaces may be initialised by a mechanism derived from an electric field. It
was suggested that the electric field induces the alignment of water molecules thus
promoting ice crystallization. Choi et al.83 proved experimentally the formation of
polar cubic ice at room temperature within a gap (7 A˚) of gold electrodes by an
small electric field (106 V/m) . With these results it was revealed that the gap
distance, as expected for liquids, plays an important roll in the nucleation promot-
ing ice formation. Theoretical simulations of confined water at 265 K,86 predict
the transition of monolayer water to monolayer ice in dependence of gap separa-
tion and that this transformation does not require an applied electric field. The
simulations were extended87 in order to predict the phase transition of a bilayer
water at 300 K upon pressure or decrease gap separation. It was found that bilayer
iiioctamethylcyclotetrasiloxane is a nonpolar liquid which has been used as a reference model
for liquids.
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ice will only form if water is confined within a gap separation between 6.4-7.2 A˚.
The dimensionality constrictions as an influential factor for ice formation has been
proven by filling SWCNTs with water, these experiments confirm the formation of
quasi 1 dimensional ice. Recent experiments on the permeation of water through
a graphene oxide membrane88 showed that water permeates unimpeded through
graphene capillaries, i.e. water between two pristine graphene sheets. The molec-
ular dynamics simulations on this system showed that a monolayer water rushing
through a graphene capillary with a separation between 6 A˚ and 10 A˚ arranges in a
an almost perfect crystalline square lattice, square ice. Furthermore, Zheng et al.89
demonstrated that water crystallizes at room temperature under specific humidity
conditions on the hydrophobic surface of graphite through nucleation at the inter-
face between the hydrophilic graphene oxide and the hydrophobic graphite. These
results corroborate the ideas that phase transitions for 2D liquids do not follow the
established phase transitions concepts of bulk.
In order to prove the formation of 2D ice at room temperature in a confined envi-
ronment, an experimental set up has been devised to trap water between graphene
sheets, similar as the graphene liquid cell reported by Yuk et al.90 The sample fab-
rication consists of two separate grids with CVD grown graphene transferred to
themiv (Figure 6.3.1 (a)), where a drop of water was cast between the grids and let
dry (b). Upon drying, water remained encapsulated between graphene sheets (c).
a
b
c
Figure 6.3.1. Graphical figure explaining the sample preparation for trapping water between
graphene sheets. (a) Two grids with graphene. (b) a drop of water was cast on one grid and the
second grid put on top, the sample was let to dry and water ends being encapsulated between
graphene sheets (c). The dashed line emulates the contamination between graphene sheeets.
iv Higher reproducibility has been found when a 5nm Pt layer is deposited on the grid prior to
graphene transfer.
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The water encapsulated, in its initial state, between graphene sheets imaged at
low magnification is shown in Figure 6.3.2 (a). Figure 6.3.2 (b) shows that the en-
capsulated water has transformed to crystallites. These crystallites hint the phase
transformation of water in the confined environment of graphene sheets. It should
be mentioned, again, that the experiment was performed at room temperature.
Figure 6.3.2. (a) Low magnification TEM image of water encapsulated between graphene sheets
(electron dose of 600 e−/nm2). (b) The encapsulated water has transformed to crystallites, notice
the geometrical shapes.
The exact phase transformation process could not be imaged because of the fast
evolution from one phase to the other during imaging. Nevertheless, attempts can
be made to explain this process. One approach is that the liquid trapped in the
pocket is a mixture of water and contamination, and that upon electron irradiation
the contamination separates from the mixture leaving only water confined between
the graphene sheets provoking the formation of ice. Another scenario is that the gap
between graphene sheets decreases, by decreasing the volume of the trapped liquid
(diffusion promoted by electron beam), creating the optimum confinement environ-
ment for the water to crystallize. The exact chemical and physical processes for
this phase transformation are far beyond this work, therefore the above mentioned
approaches should be read as pure hypotheses which need further investigation to
be proven or rejected.
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Once the crystallites are formed, they become very mobile and they increase or de-
crease in thickness, i.e. number of ice layers, but always retaining their crystallinity
during imaging. The former observation is direct evidence of the fast diffusion of
water between graphene membranes88 and the latter suggests that a second layer of
ice can be grown without the need of the formation of a complete first ice layer.91
The resolution obtained in this study allows the retrieval of information about
the structure of the crystallites. The water crystallites, which have prominent crys-
tallographic edges (Figure 6.3.3), range in sizes between 1 to tens of nanometers.
Under continuous imaging, they grow or decrease in lateral size, aggregate or dif-
fuse. It is important to notice that the crystallites varied, also, in their thickness.
For example, Figure 6.3.3 (b) shows a thin ice crystal where (c) a thicker one. The
ice thickness can be correlated directly from the observable increase in contrast.
Figure 6.3.3. HRTEM images of ice crystals confined between graphene sheets. (a) Overview of
ice crystals. (b and c) Examples of a thin and thick ice crystals, respectively.
With the advantage that the signal of the graphene sheets is low, compared to
the signal from the crystallites, the structure of the crystallites is directly obtained
(Figure 6.3.4). Analysis of the structure of ice from the HRTEM image and its FFT
resulted in a measured lattice parameters a=b=2.83 ± 0.04 A˚, — square ice —. In
addition, the FFT (Figure 6.3.4 (b)) shows two sets of graphene reflections corre-
sponding to the two graphene sheets confining the square ice. Square ice is the only
phase observed during the experiments indicating its high stability in a confined
environment. Furthermore, this is the first time to be experimentally reported the
existence of square ice at room temperature.
To confirm the experimentally obtained phase of ice, molecular dynamics simu-
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lations on water confined between graphene layers (6.5 A˚ apart) resulted in: a
water monolayer arrange in square lattice with lattice parameter of 2.81 ± 0.01A˚,
which is in good agreement with the experiments (Figure 6.3.5 (a)).v
Figure 6.3.4. (a) HRTEM image of the structure of ice with lattice parameters a=b=2.83 ±0.04
A˚. (b) FFT of the real space image (a). The ice reflections are circumscribed by red circles and
the two sets of lattice reflections from the graphene membranes by blue circles.
With the resulted theoretical model image calculations were done, and by com-
parison of the calculated and experimental images (Figure 6.3.5 (b and c)) it was
possible to determined the origin of the contrast. The dark spots in the image of
square ice correspond to the positions of the oxygen atoms of the water molecules.
Because of the lighter nature of hydrogen (Z=1) these atoms do not contribute sig-
nificantly to the image contrast.
Figure 6.3.5. Comparative study between simulated square ice and experimental results. (a)
MD simulation of monolayer water confined between graphene sheets. The square lattice is readily
observable. (b) Image calculation based on the model obtained by MD simulations with a lattice
parameter of 2.81 ± 0.01A˚. (c) Experimental image of a thin ice.
v MD simulations were performed by Wang F.C. and Wu H.A. Chinese Academy of Sciences Key
Laboratory of Mechanical Behavior and Design of Materials, Department of Modern Mechanics,
University of Science and Technology of China, China.
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Square ice in the experimental images showed to have a layered structure while
confined within graphene sheets. As an example, Figure 6.3.6 shows a single crystal
of square ice composed of a number of layers. The number of layers per increase in
contrast is inferred by contrast analysis. The contrast comparison of the graphene
sheets encapsulating the crystal and the contrast for each ice layer in the crystal
has been calculated using the root mean square (RMS) contrast equation.6 This
equation is the standard deviation of the pixels intensity of an image. Taking the
RMS of the areas of interest, the contrast resulted in an incremental stepwise vari-
ation of ∼ 2% (inset top left in Figure 6.3.6) from bilayer graphene to triple-layer
ice (BG, SLI, DLI and TLI respectively). Therefore, the square ice increments in
one its number of layers per increase in contrast step. The layered ice is easier
to discerned by: (1) applying a variance filter (10 px) to a normalize image, (2)
taking the square root of the resulting image and (3) applying a Gaussian blur filter
(Figure 6.3.6 top right inset). By this evidence then the experimentally obtained
square ice varies between 1 to 3 layers.
Figure 6.3.6. Layered ice. (a) HRTEM image of layered ice (dashed lines denote the increase of
layers). The contrast between layers increases stepwise (b). Red green and blue line point to the
start of each layer. Image simulation of triple layer square ice in (c) AA stacking and (d) ABA
stacking configurations.
To verify stacking arrangement of layered square ice, image calculations were made
on models of triple-layer ice with AA and ABA stacking configurations (Figure
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6.3.7 (a and b), respectively). The comparison of these image calculations to the
experimental image (Figure 6.3.6) results in the unambiguous determination of the
stacking configuration of the square ice, i.e., in AA stacking configuration where the
oxygen atoms stacked, exactly, on top of the the underlying oxygen atoms. This
configuration has also been predicted for ice confined in a SWCNT,92 therefore
square ice could be the preferential phase for confined water within low dimensional
carbon structures.
Figure 6.3.7. Image simulations of AA and ABA stacking configurations of triple-layer ice.
Crystal defects and grain boundaries can be formed because the ice crystals are
highly mobile under the electron beam. For example, an edge dislocation is ob-
served in Figure 6.3.8 (a), where the extra row of water molecules in the crystal is
highlighted (blue line). In Figure 6.3.8 (b) a tilt grain boundary and dislocations
originating from it are seen.
Near the grain boundary the bond length between water molecules in the ice vary
up to ∼ 20% (Figure 6.3.9 (a and b)). The large variation in molecule separation
in strained regions like grain boundaries can be explained by the weak interactions
between water molecules in ice, i.e. hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, the effect of
this weak interaction becomes obvious when a row of water molecules at the edge
of an ice crystal follows the contour of a contamination patch (Figure 6.3.9 (c)).
It should be pointed out that in several places within the sample, water trapped
between graphene layers was found. In all cases crystallisation occurred and the
crystal structure of square ice was the same, i.e. lattice parameters of 2.83 ±0.04A˚.
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Figure 6.3.8. HRTEM images of crystal defects in square ice. (a) Edge dislocation in ice (extra
row of water molecules highlighted in blue). (b) Two ice crystals coalesced and formed a grain
boundary with dislocations originating from it.
Figure 6.3.9. Effect of hydrogen bond between water molecules in square ice. (a) Bending of
ice crystal (blue line) near a grain boundary (green line). Bond length variations are quantified
by measuring the separation between molecules of two crystal rows (the red lines). (b) Graph
showing the bond length variation. The bonds stretch and compress up to ∼ 20% from the 2.83
± 0.04 A˚ bond length (dashed line). (c) Bending of a crystal row which follows the contour of a
contamination patch.
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§ 7 Cleaning graphene
As seen in the previous chapters, graphene produced either by micromechanical
cleavage or by chemical vapour deposition has all qualities to be used as TEM sub-
strate. Recapitulating: graphene has outstanding thermal,93,94 mechanical95 and
electrical properties.15 The good electrical and thermal conduction lessen, if not
avoid, the effects of charging and heating of the sample by the electron beam. The
mechanical properties bring flexibility to sustain a wide range of objects while sta-
bility minimizes the risk of sample breakage and sample drift. Important properties
of graphene concerning TEM imaging are the low signal contribution of graphene
to the image and the ability to filter out its crystal reflections, therefore graphene
can be regarded as a transparent substrate for TEM applications.11 However, this
holds true only if graphene is pristine. In praxis, graphene, after the transfer to
TEM grids, has pristine patches only with sizes between a few nanometers to tens
of nanometers in diameter, as can be seen in Figure 7.0.1. The patch of clean
graphene has an area of ∼ 700 nm2 , which is about the size of the largest ar-
eas found, typically, in non-cleaned samples. The cleanness of graphene, ratio of
contamination-free area to total sample area, without cleaning treatment is about
6%.
Figure 7.0.1. HRTEM image of graphene without a cleaning treatment. This image is an
example of the largest clean areas (∼ 700 nm2 ) found, typically, in non-cleaned graphene.
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Although small, in these clean areas has been possible to characterised graphene
and revealed its atomic structure (Chapter 3). For some characterisations like mo-
mentum resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), the small pristine areas
and the high amount of contamination hindered these investigations. This contam-
ination also limits the usage of graphene as a substrate for TEM investigations of
nanomaterials or molecules. One characteristic of hybrid nano-objects which was
desired to obtained by TEM with the experiments reported in Chapter 4 was: how
and how many of the polymer active groups, e.g. thiotic groups, are attached to
the inorganic nano-object (Figure 4.1.3). This characteristic is necessary to know
in order to determined the relation between materials ratio, structure, stability and
properties of the nano-objects and the system. For example, if known how many
thiotic groups are needed to stabilize a Au nanocluster < 1 nm, the chemistry to
produce them could be optimized and high yields with smaller dispersion could be
obtained. In the case of the TEM studies of DNA, the aggregation of contamination
on and around the molecule contributed to the contrast in the low magnification im-
age (Figure 4.2.2), nonetheless in HRTEM imaging, this contamination obstructed
the atomic imaging of the DNA structure.
7.1 On the contamination on graphene
Surface contamination on most solids consists, often, of H2O, CO, CO2, and hydro-
carbons, that come from the environment.96 A clear example of the airbone contam-
ination deposited in solids is the increase in weight of the standard kilogram.97 In
graphene, additional contamination may be introduced by the fabrication process
and its storage conditions.
A surface characterisation technique that can be used to study the contamination
on graphene is X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS has normally a large
beam diameter, albeit its high energy resolution, thus the resulting information ob-
tained about the contamination on graphene is the general elemental composition
of the graphene and the grid. Thus an experimental set up was made to compare
the elemental composition of an empty grid and a grid with CVD-graphene. The
empty grid and the graphene sample were characterised by XPS under exactly the
same experimental conditions. The spectra obtained (0.4 eV resolution) from both
samples (Figure 7.1.1) have dominant carbon and oxygen peaks, as expected.
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Figure 7.1.1. XP spectra of a bare quantifoil grid and graphene/grid (same experimental condi-
tions). Inset shows detailed spectra of Au and Si (50–200 eV).
These C and O peaks originated from the graphene, its contamination, and from
the amorphous carbon film of the grid. Also, common peaks, e.g. Au and Si, arise
in both samples thus suggesting that these elements come from the grid and not
from the graphene transfer process. A detailed comparison on the peak intensity of
Au and Si (inset Figure 7.1.1) indicates that the transfer process of the graphene
to the grid reduces the amount of Si but increases significantly the Au content.
7.2 Cleaning graphene
To improve the cleanness of graphene, in order to make it a suitable substrate for
HRTEM investigations, standard surface cleaning methods were used and optimized
(thermal cleaning), reported procedures were tested (using catalysts98) and new
approaches for cleaning graphene were developed (dry-cleaning).
Thermal cleaning of graphene
Desorption energies for n-alkanes (n= 5 – 60) on graphite range between 65 ±2.4
— 289 ±7.7 kJ/mole but the desorption energy does not vary linearly with the
chain length. Their peak desorption temperatures range between 164 – 728 K for
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n= 5 to n= 60 respectively.99 Thus the whole range of n-alkanes (n= 5 – 60) can
be desorbed from the surface of graphite by heating the material up to ∼ 450◦C .
As seen from the XPS measurements carbonaceous material is present on the
graphene sample. Under the electron beam these carbonaceous material can be
cracked and pinned to the graphene. As demonstrated by Meyer et al.24 the elec-
tron beam in the TEM can be used as an electron-beam induced deposition tech-
nique (EBID), i.e., using the contamination and the e-beam patterns of cracked
carbon can be design in the surface of graphene. Although this technique can be
used to produce graphene based electronic devices, EBID of hydrocarbons is nei-
ther desirable for the investigation of the intrinsic properties of graphene nor for
the characterisation of nanomaterials on a graphene substrate by HRTEM. As an
example of EBID of hydrocarbons, MC-graphene without annealing was irradiated
with 80 keV electrons at a dose rate of ∼ 108e−/nm2 s. With continuous irradiation
the contamination kept building up until only thick amorphous carbon covered the
surface. Figure 7.2.1 shows the sample after EBID of hydrocarbons at the edge of
the e-beam. In addition to sample cleanness, the lack of EBID of hydrocarbons dur-
ing imaging can be used as a measure of the effectiveness of a cleaning treatment.
Figure 7.2.1. HRTEM image of EBID of hydrocarbons on graphene.
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Annealing graphene in air
A MC-graphene sample was annealed in a heating plate in air at 200◦C for 10
minutes and then inserted in the TEM. The sample was not heated at higher tem-
peratures to avoid grid destruction and possible oxidization of graphene. Figure
7.2.2 shows an image of graphene after 2 hours of e-beam irradiation where no
EBID of hydrocarbons was observed. Results in this experiment show that the
clean areas of graphene range between 1 nm2 – 5 x 102 nm2 . The cleanness was
determined to be ∼ 6%, which is around the same value of the clean areas found in
a non-annealed sample. In summary: annealing of graphene in air does avoid the
EBID of hydrocarbons but it does not improve the cleanness.
Figure 7.2.2. Low magnification TEM image of a graphene sample after annealing in air.
Annealing graphene in UHV
As mention before, annealing in air induces some type of cleaning on graphene, but
in order to obtain larger clean areas much more contamination must be removed.
By raising the temperature during annealing more energy is introduced to desorb
larger hydrocarbon molecules, however, annealing at high temperatures in air con-
veys, on one hand, the oxidization of graphene (due to the presence of oxygen in the
air), and on the other hand the destruction of the grid to which the graphene has
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been transferred to. To overcome these drawbacks a graphene sample was annealed
for 12 hours in UHV (∼ 1 x 10−10 mbar) and the temperature was set near the limit
of the heating element, i.e. 500◦C .
Figure 7.2.3 shows a low magnification image of graphene after UHV annealing.
This sample, as expected, did not show hydrocarbon deposition under the e-beam.
Moreover, the size of the clean areas of graphene reach up to ∼ 2.5 x 105 nm2 which
is a significant improvement as compare to those areas obtained for the sample an-
nealed in air.
Figure 7.2.3. Low magnification TEM image of a graphene sample after annealing in UHV.
By TEM imaging is not possible to know or to discriminate the type of contamina-
tion that have been removed or the one that remained on the surface of graphene
after annealing. It is known, for Au(111) and graphite surfaces, that larger and
more complex hydrocarbons need higher activation energies for desorption.99,100
This information leads to suggest that: (1) the reached temperature in the anneal-
ing process in UHV was not high enough; (2) the annealing time was too short
to complete the removal of contamination; (3) the residual contamination is made,
perhaps, of more complex or crosslinked hydrocarbons. Nevertheless, annealing in
UHV showed to be a more effective cleaning method for graphene, reaching clean-
ness between 30 – 40 %.
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Cleaning graphene by Pt-metal catalysis
Recently a cleaning method of graphene was reported98 which resulted in 100 %
graphene cleanness. This cleaning method relies upon the catalytic properties of
platinum or palladium and moderate temperatures (300◦C ) to completely clean
the graphene surface. Samples prepared following the reported procedure i (CVD-
graphene/Si3N4 at 300
◦C for 30 minutes) were imaged by HRTEM to corroborate
the cleaning effectiveness. The results show that graphene covering a hole (500 nm
diameter) is atomically clean over the whole area that it spans (Figure 7.2.4).
Figure 7.2.4. Cleaning graphene by Pt-metal catalysis. (a) Low magnification image of a 500 nm
hole diameter covered with ultraclean graphene. Inset shows SAED pattern where the graphene
reflexes are observed. (b) Averaged HRTEM image of clean graphene, the spot in the centre is a
residual contamination.
At the magnification used in Figure 7.2.4 (a) it is not possible to distinguish the
cleaned graphene from the vacuum but its existence is proven by SAED as seen
in the inset. At higher magnification (Figure 7.2.4 (b)) the graphene lattice can
be observed along with a small residual adsorbate. With these results the total
cleanness of graphene by Pt-catalysis has been corroborated.
i Samples fabricated by Dr. Jean-Nicolas Longchamp. Physics Institute, University of Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland.
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7.3 Dry-cleaning of graphene
Algara-Siller G., Lehtinen O., Turchanin A., Kaiser U. Dry-cleaning of
graphene. Applied Physics Letters 2014, 104, 153115.101
Porous structures (adsorbents) are widely used to remove or filter undesirable ma-
terials in a medium, commonly in liquid or in gas. The molecules they adsorb are
commensurate to the size of the pores. The physical and chemical properties of
the adsorbent, e.g. surface area, of the adsorbent are key, but not the only, factors
for the adsorption properties. For example, activated alumina (dehydroxylated alu-
minium hydroxide) with high surface area has a large loading capacity for water,
thus, it is normally used as desiccant and filter in production processes. Another
example, molecular sieve 5A (the calcium form of an aluminosilicate matrix) with a
pore size of 5 A˚ adsorbs molecules that fit through its pores, e.g. from Helium (2 A˚)
to Propylene (5 A˚).ii A carbon based adsorbent — activated carbon — is a porous
complex matrix with a large surface area, broad range of pore sizes (micropores,
macropores an mesopores, <2 nm, >50 nm and between 2-50 nm respectively), and
high adsorption capacity.102 These 3 mentioned adsorbents were, therefore, used as
dry-cleaning agents for graphene.
Materials and methods for dry-cleaning
Activated aluminaiii and molecular sieve 5Aiv beads were crushed to granulates in
a mortar to increase the contact to the surface of graphene. The granulated adsor-
bents placed on a glass vial were regenerated at 300◦C for 30 minutes and let to
cool to ∼ 200◦C , all under ambient conditions. The graphene samples were then
embedded in the adsorbents for 30 minutes. Dry-cleaning of graphene with acti-
vated carbon (powder form) followed different methodology. The graphene sample
was embedded in the activated carbon and then the temperature was raised by
5◦C /minute from room temperature to ∼210◦C and held for 30 minutes. All sam-
ples were let to cool down to room temperature. Before inserting each sample in
to the TEM, they were blown gently to remove residual adsorbent granulates and
particles.
iiSigma-Aldrich technical information bulletin.
iiiEdwards, Wilmington, MA, USA.
ivSigma–Aldrich Co. LLC.
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Characterisation of dry-cleaned graphene
The cleanness, ratio of contamination-free area to the total sample area, was ob-
tained by analysis of low magnification HRTEM images for each sample.
Activated alumina
Figure 7.3.1 (a) shows a graphene sample after dry-cleaning with activated alumina,
the cleanness on the sample varied between 15-40%. It was found that almost every
hole with single-layer graphene had an atomically clean area which could reached up
to ∼ 0.24 µm2 (e.g. Figure 7.3.1 (b)). At high magnification (inset), the atomically
cleanness of graphene is proved.
Molecular sieve 5A
A graphene sample which was dry-cleaned with molecular sieve 5A is shown in
Figure 7.3.1 (c and d). After analysis of low magnification images, the cleanness
resulted in 10-30% showing clean areas up to 0.06 µm2 . The dry-cleaning with
molecular sieve 5A resulted, also, in atomically clean graphene as observed in the
inset.
Activated carbon
In contrast to the other two adsorbents, activated carbon is highly effective in clean-
ing the contamination on graphene. The clean areas of graphene were, except for
some residual contamination, as big as the holes (∼ 1.2 µm2 ), thus yielding to about
95% cleanness (Figure 7.3.1 (e and f)).
Table 7.3.1. Table summarizing the effectiveness of dry-cleaning methods
Sample Cleanness [%] Areas [µm2 ]
Activated Alumina 15-40 0.24
Molecular sieve 5A 10-30 0.06
Activated Carbon 95 1.2
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Figure 7.3.1. TEM images of dry-cleaning graphene with activated alumina (a and b), molecular
sieve 5A (c and d) and activated carbon (e and f). Obtained cleanness for the three samples are
15-40%, 10-30% and ∼ 95%, respectively. The images (b, d and f) are examples of large clean
areas in each of the samples. The insets are high magnification HRTEM images from the areas
delimited by the red boxes, showing that the graphene samples have been atomically cleaned.
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Characterisation of residual contamination after dry-cleaning
The residual contamination after the dry-cleaning methods can be described, as a
first instance, by its appearance. For all dry-cleaning methods, the contamination
laying on the surface of graphene is in a stripe-like form (see Figures 6.2.1, 6.2.6,
7.3.1) and in some cases the stripes of contamination converge towards residual ad-
sorbent particles (Figure 7.3.2). Thus the observable stripes suggest that there were
diffusion pathways to the adsorbents. To assert this evidence, detailed investiga-
tion of diffusion and adsorption should be performed with the right characterisation
techniques, such investigations are out of the scope of this work.
Figure 7.3.2. Examples of residual contamination after dry-cleaning treatment. Images (a
and b) show stripe-like shape of the residual contamination which converge towards non-removed
adsorbents. In this case the adsorbent is molecular sieve 5A.
The residual contamination after dry-cleaning with activated alumina and molec-
ular sieve 5A has the appearance of carbonaceous contamination after qualitative
comparison to the contamination of non-cleaned samples. Moreover, the carbona-
ceous nature of the residual contamination is affirmed by the growth of graphene
adlayers from contamination under electron beam irradiation as described in Sec-
tion 6.2.
Dry-cleaning with activated carbon, unlike with the other adsorbents, left behind
contamination which due to its strong contrast can be regarded as non-carbonaceous
contamination (see comparison in Figure 7.3.3), moreover this contamination crys-
tallises by applying high electron doses.
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Figure 7.3.3. TEM image of residual contamination on graphene cleaned with activated car-
bon. In the inset TEM image of a non-cleaned graphene. The contamination on the dry-cleaned
sample has stronger contrast and do not resemble the carbonaceous contamination of non-cleaned
graphene(inset image).
Residual contamination characterised by EELS
Contrary to XPS, with EELS is possible to get local, elemental, and quantita-
tive information of the residual contamination on free-standing graphene. EELS
characterisation (at 80 kV) was performed on a CVD-graphene sample which was
dry-cleaned with activated carbon. Three areas of interest were spotted within the
sample: (1) Clean graphene, (2) non-cleaned graphene and (3) an area on graphene
with residual contamination with high contrast, i.e. non-carbonaceous.
A clear indicator of the removal of carbonaceous contamination, apart from the
cleanness shown by HRTEM, is the change in the features of the plasmon pi+σ
peak in EELS. A comparison of the EEL spectra between cleaned and non-cleaned
graphene is seen in Figure 7.3.4. The excitations at 10 eV and 20 eV in the plasmon
peak of the non-cleaned graphene indicate additional carbon species,103 while the
observable difference in the peaks intensity is correlated to the amount of carbon
material that was removed by the activated carbon. Effectively, dry-cleaning with
activated carbon has remove carbonaceous contamination from the graphene sur-
face. Nonetheless, as seen in Figures 7.3.1 (e) and 7.3.3, after dry-cleaning with
activated carbon some contamination remains on the graphene.
To obtained the elemental composition of the residual contamination, an area with
this type of contamination was studied with EELS by scanning over an energy-loss
range between 0 eV and 600 eV (convergence angle ∼1 mrad and collection angle
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Figure 7.3.4. Two low-loss spectra of the C plasmon region (pi + σ) of non-cleaned and cleaned
graphene (red and blue respectively). The difference in their features is apparent and indicates a
change in the amount of carbon material as for the carbon species.
3.3 mrad).
In the energy-loss range 95–165 eV, a set peaks was found (Figure 7.3.5). The peaks
at 105 eV and 108 eV are distinctive of the Si-L2,3 ionization edge for Si containing
compounds.104,105 The EELS results agree with the non-local XPS measurements
of the contamination of a CVD-graphene sample, where Si is a prominent element
in the sample and Quantifoil. The existence of Au in the residual contamination
could not be obtained by the EELS studies because of the high energy-loss edge for
Au (Au M5 edge at 2206 eV).
Cleaning of bilayer and multilayer graphene
The cleaning methods reported in the last sections were performed in CVD-graphene
which consists mostly of single-layer graphene but occasionally patches of bilayer or
triplelayer are observed. It was found that the effects of cleaning by all the presented
methods do not take place on bilayer or triplelayer graphene (Figure 7.3.6). Panels
(a–c) show graphene that was cleaned with: UHV annealing, Pt-metal catalyst and
activated carbon, respectively. These images demonstrate that the bilayers (delim-
ited by the blue line) and the triplelayer (red line) remain, indeed, contaminated. It
is interesting that the remaining contamination on these layered patches resembles
hydrocarbon contamination, as seen in Figure 7.3.6 (d).
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Figure 7.3.5. Background subtracted EEL spectrum (95–165 eV) of an area with residual
contamination. Shape and position of peaks correspond to the Si L2,3 ionization edge.
Figure 7.3.6. Images of graphene cleaned by: (a) UHV annealing (DF image), (b) Pt-metal
catalyst and (c and d) dry-cleaning with activated carbon (HRTEM image). Patches of bilayer
graphene (blue lines) and triplelayer (red line) remain contaminated. In (a) contamination is seen
as bright features. (d) High magnification HRTEM image of the remnant contamination on bilayer
graphene, in appearance similar to hydrocarbon contamination.
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A clear explanation for this effect is beyond the topic of this thesis. However,
based on recent literature on the translucency behaviour of single-layer graphene
on another graphene layer (substrate)106 it is possible to postulate that: by in-
creasing the number of graphene substrate layers (limited to the value of range of
the vdW interactions between adsorbates and the substrate),99,107 the adsorption
(desorption) energy of the contamination in bilayer or trilayer graphene is higher
compared to single-layer graphene. Therefore a higher temperature during cleaning
is required for desorption and/or migration of the contamination in order to clean
bilayer and triple-layer graphene.
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§ 8 Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis contributed to publications in various fields of
research: materials science, chemistry and biology. The work is based on the use of
a transmission electron microscope as analytical tool and on graphene. The wide
range of characterisation capabilities achieved by the former have allowed the full
characterisation of the latter. With the combination of the two, nano-objects were
studied, the pristine structure of 2D materials described, new structures were fab-
ricated, and atom dynamics unveiled.
Three differently produced graphene samples were investigated by TEM using SAED,
DF and HRTEM techniques. The characterisation of the samples allowed to obtain
the quality of each graphene, which was assessed based on grain size, defects and
number of layers. Additionally, some structural characteristics such as the stacking
configuration of bilayer graphene, i.e. turbostratic stacking, were related to the
exhibited optical properties.
Once graphene was fully characterised, it was used as a substrate for TEM imaging
of nano-objects. One important part that enabled this work was the development of
graphene substrate preparation techniques, sample deposition methods and imaging
conditions. The studied nano-objects (Au NCs, QDs, and nanodiamond with NVs)
were created for biological applications such as drug delivery, biosensors and bio-
labeling. From their investigation by HRTEM, information about size, dispersion
and structure was acquired. Transmission electron microscopy experiments on DNA
deposited on graphene showed that the graphene treatment and the optimization of
the sample deposition used in this work are further steps towards direct imaging of
biological samples. Furthermore, with these experiments it was possible to corrob-
orate the low signal contribution of graphene to the image and, also, the feasibility
of graphene as substrate for transmission electron microscopy.
In another set of experiments, graphene was used as protective layer to reduce ra-
diation damage in order to enable imaging the pristine structure of beam-sensitive
two dimensional materials (MoS2 and g-C3N4). The effects of radiation damage
protection by graphene layers have been quantified by encapsulating MoS2 between
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graphene layers and obtaining the vacancy production cross-section. Also, with this
set up it was possible to described the pristine structure of MoS2 and to elucidate
the elemental termination of the MoS2 edges, a characteristic that directly relates
to the electronic and magnetic properties of the material. The structure of g-C3N4,
a two dimensional semiconductor, was described by the analysis of the HRTEM
images and their FFTs. The position of atoms and the stacking configuration of
g-C3N4 were obtained by doing complementary image calculations and compare the
results to the experimental images.
Bilayer graphene was used as raw material to create by electron-beam engineering
an one dimensional carbon nanostructure, i.e. SWCNT. It was shown by theoret-
ical calculations that the formed SWCNT was flattened due to the van der Waals
interactions of the bilayer graphene to which the SWCNT is attached to.
In other experiments, single-layer graphene with residual contamination served as
surface template to grow a new graphene adlayer by the electron beam. The source
of the carbon atoms for the graphene adlayer was the residual contamination. Due to
the spatial resolution achieved by HRTEM imaging, the growth rate of the graphene
adlayer was measured, and its crystallinity and edge termination were described.
Two layers of graphene encapsulating water allowed the formation of a new form
of ice —square ice— at room temperature. The structure of square ice was fully
described by image analysis, theoretical simulations and image calculations. Addi-
tionally, this experiment proved that phase transformations of matter in the two
dimensional regime differ from phase transformations of bulk.
An occurring problem throughout this thesis was the contamination on the sur-
face of graphene because, this contamination hindered the potential of TEM to
image desirable and interesting details from all the studied samples. Existing meth-
ods to clean graphene were tried and characterised by TEM in order to measure
and corroborate their efficiency to clean graphene. Although the cleaning methods
showed to be efficient, these methods involve either UHV annealing or the deposi-
tion of metal-catalysts on the grid which for some applications are not suitable or
desirable.
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Thus, in this work we have developed a new method to remove the contamination
from the surface of graphene by using common adsorbents — dry-cleaning—. This
new method renders graphene effectively clean, i.e. ∼ 95% cleanness, enabling
studies of pristine graphene and making graphene the ultimate substrate for TEM
investigations.
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